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Executive Summary
Emergency Services Consulting International (ESCI) was engaged by the Spokane Valley Fire Department
to provide a Master Plan for the delivery of emergency services within the service area. This Emergency
Services Master Plan will assist the department in future planning and provision of comprehensive
emergency services to the citizens of Spokane Valley. This report evaluates current conditions, projects
future growth, development and service demand, and provides recommendations to enhance current
services or to provide an equal level of service over the next 10 to 15 years.
ESCI thanks the Spokane Valley Fire Department Board of Commissioners, the fire chief, and the staff of
the SVFD for their outstanding cooperation in the preparation of this report. All involved were candid in
their comments and provided a tremendous amount of essential information.
The Master Plan begins with an Evaluation of Current Conditions, which provides a snapshot in time of
the organization as it is today, and establishes an informational baseline from which the balance of the
Master Plan is developed.
Evaluation of Current Conditions
An analysis of current conditions is documented in seven survey sections, reviewing the SVFD
organizational composition, management components, staffing and personnel management, training
and fire prevention programs, service delivery, and capital assets and infrastructure. Each component
of the evaluation includes an introductory explanation of the subject area and a discussion of desirable
outcomes and identified best practices.
Criterion used to evaluate the fire department has been developed over many years. These gauges
include relevant guidelines from national accreditation criteria, the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) standards, federal and state mandates for fire and EMS systems, recommendations by various
organizations such as the Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE), and generally accepted best
practices within the fire and EMS industry.
The department is a full service agency, providing an array of services including fire prevention and
suppression, technical rescue, hazardous materials, advanced life support, medical response, and many
other services. The department operates from ten strategically placed facilities using a sizeable fleet of
fire and specialized response vehicles. The department staffs entirely career personnel that include a
complement of administrative and operational staff totally 181 personnel.
The evaluation of current conditions offers the department a detailed assessment of existing fire
operations and also provides the ESCI project team with a snapshot in time, the basis from which the
balance of the Emergency Services Master Plan is developed.
In completing the evaluation phase, the team members found an exceptionally well-managed fire
department that has done an excellent job of keeping pace with its challenges and increasing demands,
while also very effectively addressing the management, administrative and operational needs of a
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modern day fire department. The elected officials and staff of SVFD have good reason to be proud of the
quality of an organization that they have created.
The following discusses some of the key findings:
Current and Future Service Demand
The fire district and cities served by SVFD are experiencing consistent and significant population growth,
which is expected to continue well into the future. With community growth comes increasing service
demand and workload for the fire department, challenging the agency to keep pace with growing needs.
The Washington Office of Financial Management (OFM) produces a range of population forecasts for
Spokane County. The following figure displays the 2012 OFM population forecast through 2040.
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The graph displays three different population forecasts for Spokane County. The overall population of
the county is projected to increase from a low of just over 500,000 to a high of over 760,000 by 2040.
Service Delivery and Response Performance
Response performance criteria and actual service delivery performance is analyzed in the Service
Delivery and Response Performance section, providing information with which the department can
develop future deployment methodologies and identify desired levels of response performance and
staffing.
Response times in 2011 through 2013 are evaluated in the Service Delivery and Response Performance
Section. The following table details response performance, based on the 90th percentile, and separated
for fire and EMS call types:
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Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station L8/R8
Station 9
Station 10
Department wide

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station L8/R8
Station 9
Station 10
Department wide

SVFD First Apparatus on Scene-EMS Incidents
2011
2012
06:41
06:19
07:23
06:48
09:25
08:14
08:57
09:12
08:29
08:31
06:55
07:40
06:39
06:34
L-06:54/R-07:13
L-06:51/R-07:12
06:55
06:26
06:59
06:38
07:30
07:22

SVFD First Apparatus on Scene-Fire
2011
2012
8:19
7:12
7:23
7:55
10:45
10:49
9:28
9:20
9:43
9:59
7:58
8:25
7:34
6:37
L 08:22/R 08:22
L 09:13/R 06:04
7:03
5:57
9:23
7:32
8:44
7:59

2013
06:33
07:07
06:43
09:17
08:53
06:59
06:30
L-07:47/R-07:08
06:38
06:45
07:20

2013
7:07
8:46
9:28
11:20
7:50
8:17
8:58
L 08:17/ R16:05
7:48
8:00
8:22

As seen in the figures above, overall department-wide response performance improved from 2011 to
2013. Current 90th percentile response performance has also improved over the 2008-2010 baselines.
Fire Stations
Fire stations are generally well located to provide acceptable response time intervals. GIS analysis
indicates that just over 96 percent of incidents occurring within the district are within 6 minutes “travel”
time from an existing fire station. Department leadership has done an excellent job of anticipating
development and growth with which to site station locations in the service area; however, doing so will
be an ongoing challenge as the community grows. ESCI finds that the planned move of Station 3 and the
construction of Station 11 will mitigate the effects of increased activity and growth in Liberty Lake and
the area inside the UGA between Stations 4 and 5.
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Staffing
The staffing section of the report reviews both operational and administrative and support personnel
deployment. In general terms, operational (emergency response) staffing of fire apparatus is found to
be within acceptable parameters. However, it is apparent that staffing levels will need to be continually
reevaluated in the light of anticipated community growth.
While ESCI staff was on site in Spokane Valley for field interviews and data collection, SVFD was in the
process of developing a reorganization plan. The plan was subsequently approved and adopted, and is
being phased in incrementally over the next year. Doing so will result in an increase in overall staffing
levels form the current total of 181 to 190.75.
Future System Demand Projections
Following the evaluation of current conditions, the report continues to analyze the service delivery
demands that can be expected to confront the SVFD in the future. Existing demographics are identified
and compared to U.S. Census Bureau, Washington Office of Financial Management (OFM),
comprehensive planning documents from jurisdictions within the SVFD service area, and the Spokane
Regional Transportation Council Horizon 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan.
In evaluating the deployment of facilities, resources, and staffing, it is imperative consideration be given
to potential changes, such as population growth, that can directly affect emergency workload. Changes
in service demand may require changes and adjustments in the deployment of staffing and capital assets
in order to maintain acceptable levels of performance. For the purposes of this study, ESCI uses the OEM
population projections and historical service demand to forecast service demand through 2040.
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The projected increased service demand will present ongoing challenges to the organization in the
future.
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Future Delivery System Models
The current conditions analysis and system demand projections form the foundation from which ESCI
has developed strategies for the delivery of services in Spokane Valley Fire Department for the future.
This report cites multiple future system model modifications, included both short term and long term
initiatives that are identified in the interest of improving and maintaining future system integrity. Each
initiative is discussed in detail and guidance is provided.
The discussion of future delivery systems begins with an explanation of the importance of developing
response time standards and targets, viewed by ESCI as critically important to any fire department, if
they are to be able to appropriately plan for the future. Commendably, SVFD has already completed an
extensive and well developed Standard of Cover (SOC) document, which effectively addresses this need.
ESCI reviews the SOC in the discussion of development of response standards and targets.
Short and mid-term strategies and models are discussed next. The initiatives identified and explained
include:






Improving Financial Stability
Implementation of Peak Activity Units
Consideration of the value of Alternative Response Units
Modification of practices regarding routine responses to high frequency facilities
Implementation of a Community Risk Reduction concept

The report continues by discussing long-term strategies and needs, including:



Future fire station location and construction considerations
Exploration of regional cooperative opportunities
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Evaluation of Current Conditions
Using organizational, operational, staffing, and geographic information system (GIS) models; this phase
of the study provides recommendations for improvement in current services delivered to the
community. The evaluation and analysis of data and other information is based on Washington State
laws and regulations, National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards, Commission on Fire
Accreditation International (CFAI)1 self-assessment criteria, health and safety requirements, federal and
state mandates relative to emergency services, and generally accepted best practices within the
emergency services community.
Each section in the following report provides the reader with general information about that element, as
well as observations and analysis of any significant issues or conditions that are pertinent. Observations
are supported by data provided by the Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD or department) and
collected as part of the review and interview process. Finally, specific recommendations are included to
address identified issues or to take advantage of opportunities that may exist.

ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW
The Organizational Overview component provides a summary of the agency’s composition, discussing its
configuration and the services that it provides. Data provided by SVFD administrative and management
staff, as well as both internal and external stakeholders, were combined with information collected in
the course of ESCI’s fieldwork to develop the following overview.
The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, it verifies the accuracy of baseline information along with
ESCI’s understanding of the agency’s composition. This provides the foundation from which the
Emergency Services Master Plan is developed. Secondly, the overview serves as a reference for the
reader who may not be fully familiar with the details of the agency’s operations. Where appropriate,
ESCI includes recommended modifications to current observations based on industry standards and best
practices.
The following map reflects the SVFD service area.

1

The CFAI organization is now a subsection of the Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE) but maintains its
prime function of accrediting fire agencies.
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Figure 1: Service Area Map

The department’s service area encompasses approximately 75.7 square miles, inclusive of the City of
Spokane Valley, the City of Liberty Lake, the City of Millwood and an additional portion of
unincorporated Spokane County. In total, the service area population consists of an estimated 120,0732
residents with a variable daily influx of inbound commuters.

Governance
The very basis of any service provided by governmental or quasi-governmental agencies lies within the
policies that give that agency the responsibility and authority upon which to act. In most governmental
agencies, including SVFD, those policies lie within the charters, ordinances and other governing
documents adopted by the agency. The following table provides a general overview of the department’s
governance and lines of authority elements.

2

Washington Office of Financial Management, April 2014 estimates
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Figure 2: Survey Table – Governance
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Survey Components

Recommendations and
Comments

Governance and Lines of Authority
A. Governing body
i) head of governing body
ii) key employee of governing body
iii) meetings
B. Elected official authority defined
C. Fire chief position
i) hired by contract
ii) term of contract
iii) periodic performance evaluation
D. Fire chief/authority defined
E. Policy and administrative roles
defined

Five member Board of Commissioners
(BOC)
Board chair
Fire chief
Twice monthly on Mondays
By state statute and board policy
Yes
3 years
Annually
Defined in job description only
In a Board Policy Manual, however not
everyone was aware of the content
and presence of the manual

Review and update the SVFD
Board Policy Manual as needed
and institutionalize it as the
organization’s guiding policy
document

Attributes of Successful Organizations
A. Policy, rules, guiding documents

i) process for revision provided
B. Legal counsel maintained
i) consultation available
ii) labor counsel
C. Financial controls
i) financial control systems in place
ii) financial review
iii) auditor
iv) frequency of review
D. Governing body minutes
maintained
i) availability of minutes

Standard operating procedures
and guidelines are in the SVFD
“Safety and Operations Manual”.
Also, Civil Service rules.

Ensure that adequate separation
is in place between guiding
documents that may be
considered policy, procedure and
personnel practices

Annual review process is detailed in
Safety and Operations Manual #102
Yes
Contract via Brian Snure
Separate, independent legal counsel is
used
Yes
External audit completed
Washington State Auditor
Annual
Yes
Posted on department website

Discussion
Although referred to as a fire department, SVFD is not a municipal subdivision of the city of Spokane
Valley, but rather a Fire Protection District as defined by state statute.3 The district’s governance
configuration is typical of fire districts in Washington, operating under the direction of a five member
Board of Commissioners (board or BOC). The board operates under the authority of “Board of Policy

3
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Manual”, which defines board authority and policy. The manual is important because it establishes the
organization’s foundational policy. However, in the course of stakeholder interviews, ESCI found that
not all upper level personnel were fully aware of the manual and its content. It is important that the
department institutionalize the Board Policy Manual.
Recommendation:


Review and institutionalize the Board Policy Manual

Organizational Design
The structural design of an emergency services agency is vitally important to its ability to deliver service
in an efficient and timely manner while providing the necessary level of safety and security to the
organization’s responders. During an emergency, an individual’s ability to supervise multiple personnel
is diminished thus industry standards recommend a span of control of four to six personnel under
stressed situations. This is a recommendation carried forward from military history and has shown to be
effective in emergency service situations.
In addition, employees tend to be more efficient when they know to whom they report and have a
single point of contact for supervision and direction. A recent research project conducted by the
Columbia University, Northwestern University, and University of Queensland, Australia, found that,
…when there are tasks that require teamwork, people get more done when there are leaders
and followers. Without a clear chain of command, members often become sidetracked with
4
grabbing power and lose track of the task at hand.

The following table summarizes the organizational design components of the SVFD:
Figure 3: Survey Table – Organizational Design
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Organizational Structure
A. Structure type
B. Descriptions of all jobs
maintained
i) job descriptions updated

C. Employment agreements

Top down hierarchy
In place for all positions
On an as-needed basis

Establish a practice of regularly
scheduled review and update of job
descriptions for all positions

Collective Bargaining Agreements in
place for line and Battalion Chiefs.
Employment agreements are in
place for command staff.

Create employment agreements for
non-command staff personnel (HR,
IS, fleet management)

Chain of Command
A. Defined Chain of command

4

Defined via the district
organizational chart

“Why Hierarchies are Good for Productivity,” Inc. September 2012, p 26.
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Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Currently under review
Fire chief

Survey Components
B. Span of control
C. Hiring/Firing authority

Recommendations and Comments

Formation and History
A. Organization formed
B. History maintained
i). Individual or group responsible

1940
Informally only
None

Organizational Structure
To operate effectively the structure of a fire department needs to be clearly defined in the form of an
organizational chart. The chart not only institutionalizes the agency’s hierarchy and identifies roles and
responsibilities but, most importantly, it visually demonstrates reporting authority and helps to assure
that communication flows appropriately, as well as limiting opportunities to circumvent the reporting
structure.
The agency is configured in a traditional top-down hierarchical manner, typical of most fire
departments. At the time of ESCI’s initial fieldwork, the SVFD organizational chart was undergoing
reconfiguration, including multiple changes. The project was just beginning and ESCI did not have the
opportunity to evaluate the new structure that was to be proposed. From what information was
available, the changes that were being considered were viewed as appropriate and it is recommended
that the process be completed and a new organizational chart be developed.
Recommendation:


Complete the review and revision of the department’s organizational chart

Service Area and Infrastructure
The size and composition of a fire department’s service area affects the type and number of personnel,
fire stations and vehicles that are needed to provide services efficiently. Sometimes complex decisions
need to be made regarding the deployment strategies employed to properly position resources based
on land area, geography, risk and similar factors. Following is a summary of the SVFD service area and
service infrastructure resources.
Figure 4: Survey Table – Service Area and Infrastructure
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

General Description of Agency
A. Agency type
B. Area, square miles
C. Headquarters

5

5

Fire Protection District
75.7 square miles
Administration building, 2120 North
Wilbur Rd. .

As defined in Title 52 - Revised Code of Washington– Fire Protection Districts
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Survey Components
D. Fire stations
E. Other facilities

D. Population served

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
10, plus the administration building
Administration building, training
center and fleet maintenance facility
City of Spokane Valley- 92,050*
City of Liberty Lake- 8,675*
City of Millwood- 1,785*
Unincorporated County-17,563*
Total- 120,073
(*Washington OFM 2014 estimates)

Recommendations and Comments

Service Delivery Infrastructure
F. Emergency vehicles
i) engines
ii) engine, reserve
iii) pumper/ ladder truck
iv) pumper/ ladder truck,
reserve
vi) Rescue/ quick response
units
vii) water tender
viii) brush
xi) specialty (foam, air,
decontamination, etc.)
G. WSRB rating
i) date of most recent rating
H. Total fire department
personnel, uniformed and
civilian
i) administrative and support
6
personnel, full-time
ii) administrative and support
personnel, volunteer
iii) operational personnel, fulltime
iv) operational personnel,
volunteer

8
3
2
1
1
0
3
7
3
November, 2013
180
32
16 Community Emergency Response
Team members
150
0

Discussion
The SVFD service area is large, consisting of more than 75 square miles of a demographically diverse
region. The district serves a diverse area, from urban, relatively high-density zones, residential and light
commercial areas, to suburban and rural areas, and some areas with significant remote access
challenges. All of these different risk types influence the Standards of Cover for the department and
programs it provides the citizens.
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SVFD has deployed personnel and apparatus in strategically located fire stations, balancing the needs of
providing effective coverage to what is a widely dispersed geographic area. The department has done so
based on a combination of available resources, financial capacity and the agency’s Standard of Cover,
which is discussed in further detail later in this report.
The department’s continuing challenge will be that of making the most prudent staffing and facility
placement decisions in consideration of significant community growth, balancing multiple
considerations including risk exposure, response times, access challenges, deployment, community
expectations and fire department capacity.
The following chart provides a comparison of SVFD’s fire stations, pumpers (engines) and aerial trucks
mirrored against national median data7.
Figure 5: Capital Asset Comparison

12
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10

9
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2

2
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National Median

Aerials
SVFD

Relative to national comparators, SVFD has a slightly higher number of fire stations and pumpers than
similar sized organizations, based on population. The number of aerial apparatus is consistent with the
national comparator.

Emergency Response Type and Frequency
SVFD responded to 12,882 requests for assistance from the citizens of the jurisdiction in the 2013
reporting year. As is commonly the case, the vast majority of incidents are of an emergency medical
nature. The department’s emergency calls for 2013 are listed in the following table.

7

Reserve apparatus are not included; also the two SVFD pumper/aerial apparatus are counted as both pumpers and
aerials.
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Figure 6: Survey Table – Emergency Response Type and Frequency
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

2013 Incidents
A. Fire-Structure, Vehicle, Brush
and Trash

883

i) value of property exposed to
fire, 2013

Unreported

ii) value of property lost to fire,
2012
B. Automatic Alarm and Service
Call
C. EMS- ALS and BLS
D. Rescue- Extrication, Water, and
Confined space
E. Hazardous condition-Hazmat
F. MVA- Non-injury and Injury
G. Other
H. Total

Track the value of property that is
involved in fires, relative to property
loss

$3,831,373
839
10,135
45
105
854
21
12,882

Discussion
85 percent of SVFD’s 2013 incidents involved response to medical emergencies. The percentage is
similar to, though higher than, what ESCI generally finds in most fire departments. 883 incidents were
reported as structural fires in the reporting year, which is consistent with that found in similar sized
agencies. Additional detail on emergency response, service delivery effectiveness, and response
performance is provided in the Service Delivery and Performance section of this report.
ESCI compared the number of total emergency incidents to which SVFD responded in calendar year
2013 to a variety of regional comparators based on data provided by the National Fire Protection
Association.
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Figure 7: Total Incidents per 1,000 Population
150.000
107.3

105.8
100.000
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50.000

0.000

In total emergency incidents, SVFD’s responses are higher than the listed comparators. A similar
comparison is offered in the following figure, referencing only fires that occurred on a per 1,000
population basis.
Figure 8: Fires per 1,000 Population
15.0

13.6

10.0
7.4
4.9

5.0
2.1

2.2

0.0

The occurrence of fires in the service area is above the regional average and the urban low range. Urban
high range data is not included in the available data set. The following provides a comparison of dollar
losses to fires on a per-capita basis, compared to regional and national averages:
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Figure 9: Fire Loss per Capita
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The preceding figure is based on 2013 data, indicating that SVFD’s fire losses fall slightly above the
regional average and below the national average.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
This section of the plan provides information on the finances of the Spokane Valley Fire Protection
District No. 1/Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD). We begin with a review of selected economic
data to set the current economic context. Next, we review historical revenues and expenses highlighting
key aspects of the SVFD’s revenue and expense structure. Finally, we present a forecast of revenues and
expenses through 2020. This presentation and analysis relied on the financial documentation provided
by the SVFD. Additional information sources included the Washington State Department of Revenue, the
Washington State Office of Financial Management, and the Spokane County Assessor’s Office. The
assumptions used in the forecast were developed by ESCI.

Economic Context
Economic data from Spokane County suggests the local economy is recovering from the 2007-2009
recession but has yet to fully recover. Economic activity including levels of employment, home sales,
retail sales and home values – while recovering from their lowest levels – are still below their prerecession peaks.
The following figure shows the trend in total non-farm employment and unemployment rate in Spokane
County from January 2008 through June 2014. As shown, non-farm employment peaked at 224,400 jobs
in October 2008. June 2014 non-farm employment was 217,900 jobs, or 6,500 jobs (2.9 percent) below
the October 2008 level. Non-farm employment in June 2014 was 7,900 jobs (3.8 percent) higher than
June 2010. The Spokane County unemployment rate peaked at 11.9 percent in February 2010 and was
5.6 percent in June 2014. Historically, the county’s unemployment rate has trended similarly to the
15
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Washington State unemployment rate. Prior to 2013, the county’s unemployment rate averaged 0.1
percent higher than the State unemployment rate. However, since January 2013 the county’s
unemployment rate has averaged 0.8 percent higher than the State unemployment rate.
Figure 10: Spokane County Non-Farm Employment and Unemployment Rate
250,000

14.0%

224,400

217,900

11.9%

12.0%

200,000

150,000

8.0%
6.0%
5.6%
5.4%
4.0%

100,000

50,000

Spokane County Nonfarm Employment
Unemployment Rate - Spokane County
Unemployment Rate - WA State

-

Unemployment %

Nonfarm Employment

10.0%

2.0%
0.0%

Source: WA Employment Security

Figure 11 shows the median sales price and annual number of sales for single-family homes in Spokane
County from 2007 through 2013. As shown, there were an estimated 6,170 home sales in 2013 with a
median price of $171,900. In 2013, home sales were down 3,170 units, or 34 percent, from 2007 while
the median sales price was down $24,100, or 12.3 percent. The median sales price has increased $7,300,
or 4.4 percent, from its recent low in 2011 and sales are also up 12.6 percent compared to 2011.
Figure 11: Spokane County Median Home Sales Price and Annual Sales
$250,000

10,000
9,340

9,000

$191,600
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8,000

7,000
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Source: WA Center for Real Estate Research
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Figure 12 shows the trend in population in each of the four jurisdictions served by SVFD from 2007
through 2014. State data on the population for the unincorporated area of SVFD in 2014 was not yet
available and was estimated using a 1 percent increase over 2013. As shown, the estimated total
population of the combined jurisdictions in 2014 was 120,249.
The total population has increased 7.4 percent over the seven-year period or an average of 1.0 percent
annually. The population of Liberty Lake has grown the fastest over that time period at approximately
32.7 percent, or an average of 4.1 percent per year. SVFD’s unincorporated service area has grown
steadily averaging a 1.6 percent annual increase. The population of Millwood has grown at the slowest
pace, adding just 31 residents from 2007 to 2014 for an average annual growth rate of 0.25 percent. The
City of Spokane Valley is the largest jurisdiction served by SVFD with a population of 92,050 representing
76.5 percent of SVFD’s total population. The unincorporated area served by SVFD is the second largest
area, with 14.8 percent of the SVFD service area population, followed by Liberty Lake at 7.2 percent and
Millwood at 1.5 percent.
Figure 12: Population Trend
Population

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Spokane County F.P.D. 1 (Unincorp.)

15,819

16,019

16,214

16,363

16,438

17,298

17,563

17,739

Spokane Valley

87,894

88,513

88,969

89,755

90,110

90,550

91,490

92,050

Liberty Lake

6,536

6,848

7,196

7,591

7,705

7,900

8,190

8,675

Millwood

1,754

1,766

1,772

1,786

1,785

1,785

1,790

1,785

112,003

113,146

114,151

115,495

116,038

117,533

119,033

120,249

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total
Population Growth
Spokane County F.P.D. 1 (Unincorp.)

NA

1.3%

1.2%

0.9%

0.5%

5.2%

1.5%

1.0%

Spokane Valley

NA

0.7%

0.5%

0.9%

0.4%

0.5%

1.0%

0.6%

Liberty Lake

NA

4.8%

5.1%

5.5%

1.5%

2.5%

3.7%

5.9%

Millwood

NA

0.7%

0.3%

0.8%

-0.1%

0.0%

0.3%

-0.3%

Total
Population Share

NA
2007

1.0%
2008

0.9%
2009

1.2%
2010

0.5%
2011

1.3%
2012

1.3%
2013

1.0%
2014

Spokane County F.P.D. 1 (Unincorp.)

14.1%

14.2%

14.2%

14.2%

14.2%

14.7%

14.8%

14.8%

Spokane Valley

78.5%

78.2%

77.9%

77.7%

77.7%

77.0%

76.9%

76.5%

Liberty Lake

5.8%

6.1%

6.3%

6.6%

6.6%

6.7%

6.9%

7.2%

Millwood

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

* Liberty Lake annexed a total of 1.52 square miles representing 540 people in 2006 and 2007
Source: WA Office of Financial Management

Inflation is another measure of economic activity. However, an inflation measure specific to the Spokane
area is not available. Figure 13 shows the recent trend in the West Region Urban Consumer Price Index
for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). As shown, the annual inflation index declined in 2009 and has since
turned positive, yet with smaller increases than before the recession. The average annual inflation rate
from 2004 through 2013 was 2.25 percent. Inflation in 2013 was below this average at 1.5 percent.
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Figure 13: Inflation Trends: West Urban CPI-U
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The Washington State Department of Revenue compiles information on the taxable retail sales (TRS) by
industry sector in each city and in the unincorporated area in each county. The annual change in the
level of TRS in any area is an indicator of the trend in overall economic activity and tax base in the area.
The relative amount of taxable retail sales in each industry sector is an indicator of the relative strength
of those sectors in a community. TRS data for the cities of Spokane Valley, Liberty Lake and Millwood
provide insight regarding the level and type of economic activity taking place in those cities.
The next figure shows that from 2007-2010 total TRS declined due to the recession and then increased
each year from 2010 through 2013. Despite the recent growth, total TRS in 2013 was 3.2 percent below
the 2007 peak. Spokane Valley represents approximately 87 percent of the total taxable retail sales in
the three cities followed by Liberty Lake at approximately 11 percent. Overall, taxable sales increased
8.2 percent in 2013 with Millwood showing the largest increase at 17.4 percent (on the smallest base).
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Figure 14: Spokane Valley, Liberty Lake, and Millwood Taxable Retail Sales Trend
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The distribution of 2013 TRS, shows that retail trade was the dominant source for taxable retail sales in
that year representing 63 percent of the total. Accommodation and Food Service businesses – hotels
and restaurants – and construction were the second largest source at approximately nine percent each.
Wholesale Trade and Information Services rounded out the top five with all other industries
representing the balance.
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Figure 15: Spokane Valley, Liberty Lake, and Millwood 2013 Taxable Retail Sales by Industry
Information
Services,
$73,477,849 , 3%
Wholesale Trade,
$128,970,686 , 6%

Retail Trade,
$1,359,393,066 ,
63%

Construction,
$197,095,218 , 9%

Accommodation
and Food Services,
$206,471,562 , 9%
All Other,
$206,623,359 , 10%

Source: WA Department of Revenue

Consistent with the prior economic data, the assessed value of new construction declined significantly
between 2008 and 2012, but increased in 2013. The following figure shows the new construction
assessed value added to the property tax rolls by the Spokane County Assessor’s Office from 2008 for
2009 tax collections through 2013 for 2014 tax collections. As shown, the value of new construction in
2012/13 was less than one-third of the value in 2008/09. The new construction value in 2013/14 was 1.3
percent of the prior year total assessed value – up from 0.9 percent in 2012/13 but well below the 3.0
percent in 2008/09. This percentage approximates the increase in the regular property tax levy taxing
districts that are not limited by statutory levy rate maximums received from new construction.
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Figure 16: New Construction Assessed Value
New Construction Value in Assessment Year/Tax Collection Year
Jurisdiction

2008/2009

2009/2010

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

$ 17,483,725

$ 31,062,060

$ 10,587,400

$ 26,710,934

$

$

$

$

Millwood

$

642,100

298,200

304,900

Liberty Lake

$

78,989,780

$ 33,486,100

$ 15,963,216

$ 20,048,100

$ 20,370,600

$ 32,978,500

Spokane Valley

$ 128,310,811

$ 125,964,829

$ 64,971,887

$ 51,120,682

52,881,403

$ 61,910,513

$ 274,849,491

$ 177,897,685

$ 98,827,328

$102,529,042

$ 84,144,303

$ 121,615,347

Total New Construction Value

66,906,800

$ 16,436,092

Spokane County FPD 1

As Percent of Prior Year Total Value

2,010,664

3.0%

1.8%

408,500

1.0%

1.0%

0.9%

$

15,400

1.3%

Source: WA Department of Revenue; Spokane County Assessor

Historical Revenues and Expenses
ESCI completed an analysis of historical revenues and expenses in the fire department to help identify
relevant financial trends, strengths and weaknesses, and to inform the financial forecast presented in
the next section of the report. The historical analysis helps illustrate how SVFD funds its services – where
the money comes from and where it goes.
Revenue Trends
Property taxes represented over 98 percent of the SVFD’s budgeted revenue in 2014. Figure 17 shows
the actual revenue by major source from 2009 through 2013, and budgeted revenue for 2014. Operating
revenue budgeted for 2014 are 2.0 percent higher than the 2013 actual amount and 2.2 percent higher
than in 2010. While SVFD’s regular property tax levy revenue declined by $625,000, or 4.2 percent,
between 2010 and 2013, the voter approved maintenance and operations (M&O) levy, which was
renewed in 2012 at $16,400,000 per year for 2013 through 2015, increased $660,000, or 4.3 percent,
over the same time period. Other significant revenue sources include the SVFD’s distribution of the
Washington State Fire Insurance Premium Tax to help fund the SVFD’s pension plan and earnings on the
SVFD’s investment of its reserves.
Figure 17: SVFD Revenue Trend
Revenue Source

2010

2011

2012

2013

Regular Property Tax Levy

$ 14,716,070

$ 14,610,752

$ 14,518,651

$ 14,090,618

$ 14,696,238

46.6%

Voter Approved M&O Levy

$ 15,543,225

$ 15,940,088

$ 16,316,702

$ 16,204,113

$ 16,354,220

51.9%

Leasehold Taxes

$

1,703

$

2,886

$

3,641

$

2,537

$

1,700

0.0%

Timber Taxes/PILOT

$

6,686

$

7,401

$

16,973

$

615

$

7,000

0.0%

Fire Insurance Premium Tax

$

-

$

-

$

135,680

$

146,608

$

140,000

0.4%

Fire Protection Services

$

93,522

$

78,292

$

321,695

$

79,911

$

57,900

0.2%

Grants

$

68,716

$

11,208

$

1,534

$

5,506

$

1,473

0.0%

Other Fees & Charges

$

148,515

$

127,037

$

212,860

$

166,808

$

150,000

0.5%

Investment Earnings

$

164,825

$

144,155

$

124,355

$

98,389

$

100,000

0.3%

Miscellaneous

$

105,648

$

94,597

$

76,278

$

114,064

$

23,500

0.1%

Total Revenue
Total Property Taxes

2014 Budget % of 2014 B

$ 30,848,910

$ 31,016,416

$ 31,728,369

$ 30,909,169

$ 31,532,031

100.0%

$ 30,259,295

$ 30,550,840

$ 30,835,353

$ 30,294,731

$ 31,050,458

98.5%
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The following chart shows SVFD’s regular and special maintenance and operation (M&O) property tax
levy rates (the bars and left hand axis), and the total assessed value (the line and right hand axis) from
2009 through 2014. As shown, the assessed value declined $470 million between 2010 and 2013. As a
result, SVFD’s regular levy was capped at the statutory maximum levy rate of $1.50 per $1,000 of
assessed value.
Voters approved a multi-year levy lid lift in 2008 that authorized annual increases in the levy of up to six
percent through 2013. Due to the decline in assessed value, and the revenue limit imposed by the
statutory maximum levy rate, the department’s regular levy actually declined over this period. Had
SVFD’s assessed value increased enough to allow the full six percent annual levy increase approved by
voters the SVFD would have realized an estimated $14 million in additional revenue over the six years.
The most recent M&O levy ballot measure was approved in 2012 with 67.6 percent of the vote and will
provide additional property tax revenue through 2015. The ballot measure authorized a levy of $16.4
million each year, which translated into a levy rate of $1.69 per $1,000 assessed value in 2014. Voters
will need to approve a renewal of the M&O levy in 2015 if it is to continue past that year. SVFD does not
assess an EMS levy.
Figure 18: SVFD Assessed Value and Levy Rate Trend
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Expense Trends
SVFD’s largest operating expense is personnel costs followed by supplies and services. Personnel costs
fund 181 full time and two part-time employees – including 163 full-time personnel involved in
delivering direct services.
The following table provides information on expenditures by type from 2009 -2013, along with budgeted
amounts for 2014.
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Figure 19: District Expenditure Trend
Expenditure Type

2010

2011

2012

2013

Salaries & Wages

$ 17,318,414

$ 18,210,766

$ 18,607,318

$ 18,561,963

$ 19,218,814

64.3%

Personnel Benefits

$ 4,561,415

$ 4,718,315

$ 4,815,726

$ 4,832,930

$ 4,663,429

15.6%

Operating Supplies

$

524,065

$

491,199

$

538,732

$

568,633

$

675,040

2.3%

Operating Equipment

$

466,360

$

310,631

$

302,876

$

308,811

$

599,483

2.0%

Service Contracts

$ 1,022,917

$ 1,112,295

$

994,491

$ 1,079,441

$ 1,280,831

4.3%

Other Services & Charges

$ 1,187,673

$ 1,140,611

$ 1,262,980

$ 1,488,021

$ 1,929,304

6.5%

Pension Fund Contribution

$ 1,300,000

$ 1,300,000

$ 1,435,689

$ 1,535,000

$ 1,535,000

5.1%

$ 26,380,844

$ 27,283,817

$ 27,957,812

$ 28,374,799

$ 29,901,901

100.0%

$

$

$

$

$

Subtotal Operations
Debt Service
Subtotal Operations + Debt

497,003

372,317

372,988

365,585

2014 Budget % of 2014 B

-

$ 26,877,847

$ 27,656,134

$ 28,330,800

$ 28,740,384

$ 29,901,901

Capital - Buildings & Structures $ 2,269,540

$ 4,756,110

$ 2,021,069

$

162,606

$ 1,816,625

Capital - Equipment

$

623,458

$

51,070

$

465,865

$

101,347

$

667,500

Capital - Contingency

$

13,938

$

183,300

$

16,344

$

155,754

$

296,600

Total Expenditures

$ 29,784,783

$ 32,646,614

$ 30,834,078

$ 29,160,091

$ 32,682,626

As shown, personnel costs represent 79.9 percent of total budgeted operating expenses in 2014 and
averaged 83.3 percent of total operating expense from 2010 through 2013. Personnel benefits include
payments to SVFD’s self-managed medical insurance fund, employer paid pension and retirement
contributions, and other wage related benefits. The next largest expense categories include payments
for other services and charges (repair and maintenance of facilities and equipment, training, insurance,
etc.), SVFD’s contribution to its pension fund, and service contracts. Operating supplies and operating
equipment make up the balance of expenses.
The department repaid its lease-purchase obligation in 2013 and has no debt service budgeted for 2014.
Capital expenses averaged $2.7 million from 2010 through the 2014 budget as the department
upgraded and remodeled several stations as outlined in the capital facility plan.
Net Revenue Trends
SVFD’s total revenue exceeded its total expense in three out of the last four years, shown in the next
graph. The cumulative total net operating revenue for those years was just under $2.1 million. The 2014
budget anticipates using reserves to fund $1.2 million of the $2.8 million in planned capital
expenditures.
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Revenues, Expenditures & Net Revenue

Figure 20: SVFD Revenue, Expenditure and Net Revenue Trend
$31,016,416

$35,000,000

$30,848,910

$30,000,000
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$25,000,000
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$30,909,169

$30,834,078
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$894,291
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2014 Budget
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SVFD has maintained operating reserves in excess of those required to meet its reserve policy targets.
Figure 21 shows the department’s reserved and unreserved fund balances from 2010 through the 2014
budget along with each year’s net revenue. Reserved fund balance amounts include 25 percent of
SVFD’s expense budget to support cash flow requirements, a $650,000 reserve for SVFD’s self-insurance
medical program, and smaller amounts for specific restricted purposes.
Although the 2014 budget anticipates using $1.2 million of reserves to help pay for capital projects, the
unreserved ending fund balance is projected to be $3.8 million or 12.0 percent of budgeted revenue and
the total ending fund balance – including reserved and unreserved amounts – is projected to be $3.8
million, or 40.1 percent of budgeted revenue. At the end of 2012, the department had an additional
$283,000 in fund balance in its pension fund and $1.4 million in its medical self-insurance fund.
Figure 21: SVFD Operating Fund Balance Trend
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Comparing selected financial metrics over time highlights trends in SVFD’s funding of fire and EMS
services. The total operating and debt service expense per $1,000 of assessed value increased as the
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assessed value and assessed value per capita decreased. Operating and debt expenditures per capita
increased 6.9 percent from 2010 through the 2014 budget, or an average of 1.7 percent per year.
Property taxes – including the regular and M&O levies – covered 112.6 percent of operating and debt
expenses in 2010 compared to 103.8 percent using the 2014 budget.
Figure 22: Selected Financial Metrics
Financial Metric
Operations & Debt
Expenditures/$1,000 AV
Tax Revenue as a % of Total
Operating Expenses

2010
$

2011
2.70

$

112.6%

2012
2.81

$

110.5%

2013
2.91

$

108.8%

2014 Budget
3.02

$

105.4%

3.04
103.8%

Assessed Value per Capita

$

86,348

$

84,791

$

82,773

$

79,871

$

81,726

Operations & Debt
Expenditures per Capita

$

232.72

$

238.34

$

241.05

$

241.45

$

248.67

Revenue and Expenditure Forecast
We developed a revenue and expenditure forecast to assess the near term financial sustainability of
current operations. The forecast is based on historical revenue and expenditure amounts and
assumptions about how the revenue and expenditure will change in the future. The key assumptions
used in the forecast are presented below followed by the forecast results and selected metrics.
Revenue Forecast Assumptions




Property Taxes
- New construction assessed value is projected at 1 percent of the prior year assessed
value.
- The prior year assessed value appreciation is projected at 2 percent per year.
- The District accesses the full amount of banked levy capacity as available.
- A four year renewal of SVFD’s M&O levy is approved by voters in 2015 at the proposed
amounts of $18.0, $18.6, $19.3 and $19.9 million respectively for 2016 through 2019.
All Other Revenues
- Fixed for the forecast period at 2014 budgeted amounts.

Expenditure Forecast Assumptions




Salaries and Wages
- No change in full time or volunteer staffing levels.
- Annual increases of 3.0 percent through the forecast period (compared to a 2.3 percent
average annual increase from 2010 through 2013).
Personnel Benefits
- Annual increases of 5.0 percent through the forecast period based on a projected higher
annual increase for health care insurance and other employee benefit costs (compared
to a 1.9 percent average annual increase from 2010 through 2013).
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Operating Supplies and Operating Equipment
- 2015 set at the average annual amount from 2010-2014 Budget.
- Annual increases of 3 percent based on the projected inflation rate of 2.5 percent plus a
margin of 0.5 percent.
Service Contracts
- Annual increases of 3 percent based on the projected inflation rate of 2.5 percent plus a
margin of 0.5 percent (compared to a 1.8 percent average annual increase from 2010
through 2013).
Other Services & Charges
- Annual increases of 5 percent based on the projected inflation rate of 2.5 percent plus a
margin of 0.5 percent (compared to a 7.8 percent average annual increase from 2010
through 2013).
Pension Fund Contribution
- Annual increases of 5.0 percent through the forecast period.
Capital Expense
- Apparatus and equipment amounts set based on information provided by SVFD.
- Buildings and structures set at amounts included in the draft 2015-2021 Capital Facilities
Plan.
Debt Service
- No new debt incurred and no debt service included in forecast.

Financial Forecast Results
Applying the revenue forecast assumptions identified above results in the revenue forecast presented in
next figure. Total revenue grows from approximately $31.5 million in 2014 to $36.7 million in 2019. The
annual growth rate in revenue is roughly 6 percent in 2016 when the M&O levy is renewed and between
2.5 and 3.0 percent from 2017 through 2019. Property tax revenue continues to represent between 98
and 99 percent of total revenue.
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Figure 23: Revenue Forecast by Revenue Type
Forecast
Revenue Source

2014 Budget

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Regular Property Tax Levy

$ 14,696,238

$ 15,032,000

$ 15,332,000

$ 15,639,000

$ 15,952,000

$ 16,271,000

Voter Approved M&O Levy

$ 16,354,220

$ 16,400,000

$ 18,000,000

$ 18,600,000

$ 19,300,000

$ 19,900,000

Leasehold Taxes

$

1,700

$

1,700

$

1,700

$

1,700

$

1,700

$

Timber Taxes/PILOT

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

Fire Insurance Premium Tax

$

140,000

$

140,000

$

140,000

$

140,000

$

140,000

$

140,000

Fire Protection Services

$

57,900

$

57,900

$

57,900

$

57,900

$

57,900

$

57,900

Grants

$

1,473

$

1,500

$

1,500

$

1,500

$

1,500

$

1,500

Other Fees & Charges

$

150,000

$

150,000

$

150,000

$

150,000

$

150,000

$

150,000

Investment Earnings

$

100,000

$

100,000

$

100,000

$

100,000

$

100,000

$

100,000

Miscellaneous

$

23,500

$

23,500

$

23,500

$

23,500

$

23,500

$

23,500

Total Revenue

$ 31,532,031

$ 31,913,600
1.2%

6.0%

2.7%

2.9%

2.6%

$ 31,050,458

$ 31,432,000

$ 33,332,000

$ 34,239,000

$ 35,252,000

$ 36,171,000

1.2%

6.0%

2.7%

3.0%

2.6%

Percent Change
Total Property Taxes
Percent Change

$ 33,813,600

$ 34,720,600

$ 35,733,600

1,700

$ 36,652,600

Applying the expenditure forecast assumptions identified above results in the expenditure forecast
presented in Figure 24. Total operating expenditure grows from approximately $29.9 million in 2014 to
$35.2 million in 2019. Overall, operating expense is forecasted to increase by approximately 3.3 percent
per year. Personnel expense is the largest single expense category and represents roughly 80 percent of
the total forecasted operating expense.
Figure 24: Expenditure Forecast by Expenditure Type
Forecast
Expenditure Type

2014 Budget

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Salaries & Wages

$ 19,218,814

$ 19,795,000

$ 20,389,000

$ 21,001,000

$ 21,631,000

$ 22,280,000

Personnel Benefits

$ 4,663,429

$ 4,897,000

$ 5,141,000

$ 5,399,000

$ 5,668,000

$ 5,952,000

Operating Supplies

$

675,040

$

560,000

$

577,000

$

594,000

$

612,000

$

630,000

Operating Equipment

$

599,483

$

400,000

$

412,000

$

424,000

$

437,000

$

450,000

Service Contracts

$ 1,280,831

$ 1,319,000

$ 1,359,000

$ 1,400,000

$ 1,442,000

$ 1,485,000

Other Services & Charges

$ 1,929,304

$ 2,026,000

$ 2,127,000

$ 2,233,000

$ 2,345,000

$ 2,462,000

Pension Fund Contribution

$ 1,535,000

$ 1,612,000

$ 1,692,000

$ 1,777,000

$ 1,866,000

$ 1,959,000

$ 29,901,901

$ 30,609,000

$ 31,697,000

$ 32,828,000

$ 34,001,000

$ 35,218,000

$

$

$

$

$

$

Subtotal Operations
Debt Service
Subtotal Operations + Debt

-

-

-

-

-

-

$ 29,901,901

$ 30,609,000

$ 31,697,000

$ 32,828,000

$ 34,001,000

$ 35,218,000

Capital - Apparatus/Equipment

$

$ 2,219,000

$

$ 1,494,000

$

$

Capital - Buildings & Structures

$ 1,816,625

$

$

$

$ 2,354,000

$ 3,331,000

$ 32,682,626

$ 32,828,000

$ 37,147,000

$ 39,361,000

Total Expenditures

964,100

-

804,000
-

$ 32,501,000

-

$ 34,322,000

792,000

812,000

Apparatus and equipment expense amounts reflect information provided by SVFD. They include
replacement of a rescue engine each year, breathing apparatus replacement in 2017 and replacement of
various other apparatus and equipment each year. Capital expense is included in 2018 and 2019 using
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the estimates from SVFD’s draft 2015-2021 Capital Facility Plan (CFP). That plan calls for the relocation
of the Liberty Lake Station (Station 3) to the south side of I-90 in 2018 and construction of Station 11 in
2019. The draft CFP mentions a number of other smaller projects but does not include a cost estimate
for those projects.
Combining the revenue and expense forecasts shows a surplus of $800,000 from 2015-2017, a time
period when there are no significant capital facility projects. Including the planned capital project
expenses in 2018 and 2019 generates a forecasted deficit of $4.1 million in those years. From 2015-2019
the cumulative net deficit is forecasted at $3.3 million. SVFD’s projected unreserved fund balance at the
end of 2014 is $3.8 million and is adequate to cover the deficit anticipated in the forecast.
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Figure 25: SVFD Revenue and Expenditure Forecast

$45,000,000
$36,652,600

$40,000,000
$33,813,600

Revenues, Expenditures & Net Revenue

$35,000,000
$30,848,910

$30,000,000

$31,016,416

$31,728,369

$32,646,614

$30,834,078

$29,784,783

$30,909,169

$31,532,031

$32,682,626
$29,160,091

$34,720,600

$36,355,000

$31,913,600

$30,609,000

$31,697,000

$35,733,600
$38,549,000

$32,828,000

$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$1,064,127

$894,291

$1,749,078

$1,304,600

$2,116,600

$1,892,600

$$(621,400)

$(1,150,595)

$(1,630,198)

$(5,000,000)
2010

2011

2012

Net Revenue

2013

2014
Budget

Total Revenue

2015
Forecast

2016
Forecast

2017
Forecast

2018
Forecast

$(1,896,400)

2019
Forecast

Total Expenditures
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The financial forecast is sensitive to the assumptions regarding property taxes and personnel expenses.
For example, if new construction assessed value increases from 1 percent to 2 percent of the prior year
assessed valuation, SVFD’s regular levy would generate an additional $2.3 million over the forecast
period, and the M&O levy would generate an additional $2.1 million – with 2019 being a combined $1.8
million higher. Conversely, if voters approved an M&O levy equal to the current $16.4 million per year,
instead of approving a levy at the levy rate of $1.70, property tax revenue would be $6.8 million lower
than in the base forecast over the five years – with 2019 being $2.9 million lower. On the expense side,
if wages and salaries increased at 5 percent per year instead of 3 percent, total operating expense would
increase by $6.4 million over the forecast period – with 2019 being $1.6 million higher. If personnel
benefits expense increased at 7 percent per year instead of 5 percent, it would increase total operating
expense by $1.6 million over the forecast period with 2019 being $600,000 higher.

MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS
Effective fire department management is a complicated and expanding challenge for fire service leaders.
With increasing complexity comes increased cost. Today’s fire department must address management
complexities that include an effective organizational structure, setting and measuring levels of service,
staying abreast of new technologies and methods, evaluation and maintenance of a qualified work
force, staff development for effective succession, and financial sustainability for the future.

Foundational Management Elements
To be effective, the management of a fire department needs to be based on a number of components.
The initial elements have been accomplished by the department by completing a strategic plan that has
institutionalized the organization’s mission, vision, and values. An additional process was also
developed, called the Strategic Positioning Project. This process includes strategic initiatives to stop,
delay or streamline work that interferes with maintaining a sharp focus on SVFD’s relationship with the
citizens, the media and the communities they serve.
Other essential foundational elements such as policy and operational documents, development of
internal and external communication practices, recordkeeping, and sustainable financial practices must
be implemented and maintained. In the following report section, ESCI examines SVFD’s current efforts
to manage the organization, and identifies steps we are recommending for the future.
Figure 26: Survey Table – Foundational Elements

Management Components-Observations
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Survey Components
Recommendations and Comments
Observations
Mission, Vision, Strategic Planning, Goals and Objectives
A. Mission statement adopted
Yes
i) Displayed
All stations and most offices
Revised in 2013 and reviewed by
ii) Periodic review
citizens – reviewed two years ago
B. Vision established and
Yes, concurrently with strategic
communicated
plan
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Management Components-Observations
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Survey Components
Recommendations and Comments
Observations
Yes, concurrently with strategic
C. Values of staff established
plan
Strategic Initiatives adopted in
D. Strategic or master plan
2013
i) Adopted by elected officials
Yes
ii) Published and available
Yes, on the website
iii) Periodic review
Reviewed annually
E. Agency goals and objectives
Yes
established
i) Date developed
2013
ii) Periodic review
Annually
iii) Tied to division/personnel
Yes
performance statements/plans
iv) Objectives linked to
Yes
programs
v) Performance objectives
Yes
established
Not stand-alone, but wrapped into
F. Code of ethics established
organizational values and personal
responsibilities in SOPs
Discussion
SVFD’s planning efforts are based on a recently updated strategic positioning plan, continuing with the
development of this master plan. Strategic positioning is defined as:
“…a rapid cycle approach to strategic planning that allows organizations to best prepare
themselves to create and maintain stability and vitality in the face of complex and dynamic
futures”.
The most recent iteration of the plan focuses on critical issues affecting the relationship SVFD has or
could have with its constituents and those factors which could interfere with the desired relationship.
The process engaged internal and external stakeholders. The essential foundational elements consisting
of agency mission, vision and values were previously created.
The recently updated strategic plan provides the necessary foundational elements to serve as an
effective planning document for the near future, projected to have implication through 2018. The SVFD
Board of Fire Commissioners demonstrates endorsement and provides appropriate authority to ensure
a timely and effective implementation of the plan by adopting it. The plan should be a primary point of
reference for annual planning, budgeting, and resource prioritization. ESCI also recommends that once
the SVFD master plan is completed and adopted, the strategic plan be revisited to ensure the two plans
are properly integrated.
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Recommendation:


Reconcile this report with the existing strategic plan to ensure appropriate integration.

Management Documents and Processes
An organization should establish appropriate documentation, policies, procedures and identification of
internal and external issues that affect the agency. Processes must also be established to address the
flow of information and communication within the fire department as well as with its constituents.
Figure 27: Survey Table – Management Documents and Processes
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Availability of SOPs, Rules and Regulations, Policies
A. Copies of rules provided
i) last date reviewed
B. Copies of SOGs or guidelines
available
i) regular update
ii) process for development of
new SOGs
iii) SOGs used in training
evolutions
C. Policy manual available
i) reviewed for consistency
ii) reviewed for legal mandates
iii) training on policies provided
Critical Issues
A. Critical issues are identified
i) First critical issue
ii) Second critical issue
iii) Third critical issue
iv) Fourth critical issue
v) Internal evaluation of critical
issues
Challenges of the Future
A. Challenges are identified
i) First challenge

Yes, contained within SOP’s/SOG’s

Separate rules and regulations from
policies and procedures

Annually
Yes – contained within S&O Manual
(internal definition of difference
between SOP and SOG is “will”
versus “should”)
Annually reviewed
Yes – reviewed by staff, then returns
to staff meeting and revisions
discussed, reviewed by unions for
comment for two weeks
Yes, to the extent that they apply
Should be reviewed annually; not
always achieved
Yes, situational
Yes, included in monthly training

Sustainability of our funding –
addressed in strategic initiatives
Accountability – maximizing our
resources
Not well prepared for low
frequency, high consequence events
Not well prepared for low frequency,
high consequence personnel issues
Some evaluation and discussion
among B/C group

EMS and affordable health care act
and community based paramedicine
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Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Socio-economic environment in the
ii) Second challenge
region (poverty, senior fixed income,
high crime rate)
Regionalization contrasting against
iii) Third challenge
insular attitudes
Internal and External Communications
A. Internal communications
i) Regularly scheduled staff
Yes, monthly
meetings (fire department)
ii) Written staff meeting minutes
Yes
iii) Memos
Yes
iv) Member newsletter
No
v) Member forums
All-officer meetings by shift
vi) Open door policy
Yes
vii) Bulletin board
No
viii) Vertical communication path
Yes, org chart
clearly identified
ix) E-mail
Yes
x) Employee mail boxes
Yes, intra-department mail
xi) Voice mail
Yes
xii) issues taskforce
Yes
B. External communications
i) Community newsletter
Yes
ii) Website
Yes
iii) Advisory committee(s)
No
iv) Complaint process
Yes
vi) social media
Facebook, twitter both recently
(Facebook/twitter)
launched
vii) Community survey
Yes – customer service surveys
viii) Focus Groups
No
Survey Components

Recommendations and Comments

Discussion
Consistent with the fire service nationally and even globally, SVFD functions in a paramilitary manner.
This is to ensure that when personnel are engaged in rapidly changing circumstances in an emergency
situation, clear and concise direction from a central authority (incident commander) is followed without
delay. Cultural norms tend to relax the formality of this structure during routine operations, but it is
nonetheless followed. SVFD is no exception. The paramilitary structure is supported by standardized
rules, regulations, and policies that guide appropriate behavior and accountability. These guiding
documents are vital for success in all phases of fire department operation and at all levels.

Regulatory, Policy and Guidance Documents
SVFD has a complete Safety & Operations Manual, which contains standard operating guidelines,
standard operating procedures, policies and practices. The Safety & Operations Manual was intended to
be a one-stop resource for all regulated activities, including detailed procedures to follow as
appropriate. Staff members report that the manual is large, unwieldy and intimidating. Subtleties
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differentiate between a standard operating guideline (active language in the document refers to
“should”) and standard operating procedures (active language in the document refers to “shall”). Most
regulatory, policy and guidance documents vary from one agency to the next, reflecting the personality
of the leadership and philosophy of the organization. However, ESCI recommends that SVFD take action
to segregate the documents into three categories: Regulatory, Policy and Guidance. Examples of the
contents of each of these categories include:


Regulatory – includes rules and regulations, code of conduct, code of ethics, and other actions
or inaction where violation can result in serious consequences for the violator and/or the
organization.



Policy – includes those adopted by the board of fire commissioners, whether written by the
board itself, by their legal counsel, or by the fire chief. These are essentially the rigidly enforced
practices of the department. Violation has serious consequences for the violator and the
organization, potentially with legal implications.



Guidance – includes standard operating procedures or guidelines, and issues where process or
the leader’s intent is explained to the members. These documents explain how something is
performed or provides a framework for decision-making. Violation may or may not have serious
consequences for the violator and/or the organization.

All of these documents should be reviewed and revised as appropriate on a planned cycle. ESCI
recommends that one-third of the documents be reviewed each year so that the complete set is
reviewed and revised every three years. There should also be established a formal process to develop
new regulations, policies and guidelines.

Critical Issues and Challenges
Public safety agencies routinely face a complex array of new critical issues and emerging challenges.
Some public safety leaders unwisely choose to face these issues and challenges alone and forego the
benefits of involving numerous talented and capable members of the organization at all levels. The SVFD
administration has listed the following critical issues and challenges facing the organization.
The following issues and challenges were identified:
Critical Issues
•

Sustainability of our funding

•

Accountability – maximizing our resources

•

Not well prepared for low frequency, high
consequence events

•

Not well prepared for low frequency, high
consequence personnel issues

Emerging Challenges
•

EMS and affordable health care act and community
based paramedicine

•

Socio-economic environment in the region
(poverty, senior fixed income, high crime rate)

•

Regionalization contrasting against insular
attitudes
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Along with engaging the SVFD membership, ESCI recommends that a process be implemented to define
expectations and outcomes related to these critical issues. Further, strategies should be developed to
address the emerging challenges facing the agency.
Communications
SVFD invests significant time and effort into its internal communication. Staff meetings are convened
monthly, with minutes taken. Written memoranda are used to supplement staff meeting information
and member forums are conducted with officer on a shift-by-shift basis. The agency has mailboxes for
the receipt of intradepartmental mail delivered to all stations. The fire chief and his command staff
subscribe to an open door policy. More formal internal communication follows the chain of command,
which is clearly outlined in the organization chart.
External communication is also robust at SVFD. Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter
are being used to communicate with followers, in some cases in real time. A community newsletter is
sent to the community and customer satisfaction surveys are used within the community. The agency
does not use focus groups or citizen advisory committees, which may be additional tools to consider
when critical issues are faced by the department and citizen guidance would be helpful and informative.
Recommendations:


Segregate the Safety & Operations Manual documents into three categories: Regulatory, Policy and
Guidance.


Establish a review cycle where one-third of the documents are evaluated each year so that the
complete set is reviewed and revised as appropriate every three years.



Establish a formal process to develop new regulations, policies and guidelines.

Record Keeping and Documentation
In any organization, documentation of activities is of paramount concern. Sound management decisions
cannot be assured without sound data, which is gathered in records routinely.
The following table reviews the practices that are in place at SVFD.
Figure 28: Survey Table – Record Keeping and Documentation
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Survey Components
Recommendations and Comments
Observations
Document Control
A. Process for public access
established
B. Hard copy files protected
C. Computer files backed up

Yes, in policy
Yes, in locked file cabinets
Yes, off-site daily

Security
A. Building security
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Survey Components
B. Office security
C. Computer security
D. Vehicle security
E. Capital inventory maintained
i) Asset security system used
ii) Inventory interval
F. Monetary controls used
i) Cash access controls
Reporting and Records
A. Records kept by computer
i) Type of platform
ii) Operating system
B. Periodic report to elected
officials
i) Financial report
ii) Management report
iii) Operational report
iv) Distributed to others
C. Annual report produced
i) Distributed to others
ii) Analysis of data provided
D. Required records maintained
i) Incident reports
ii) Patient care reports
iii) Exposure records
iv) SCBA testing
v) Hose
vi) Ladder
vii) Pump
viii) Breathing air

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Yes -- for investigators and evidence
rooms are keyed
Yes, password protected
Staff vehicles are unlocked while at
station– larger apparatus are in
secured buildings
Yes
Yes – serial numbers
Goal is annual

Recommendations and Comments

Secure staff vehicles since they are
typically parked in the lot in front of
the station in an unsecured area

Conduct annual inventory as per
description in “security” narrative
that follows this survey table

Yes
Yes

Microsoft Windows
Windows 7 on desktops

Yes – monthly
No
Yes - monthly
Admin staff and media – they are
public documents
No
NA
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes -- outsourced
Yes
Yes – sent to lab

Information Technology
A. Computer platform
B. Maintenance/IT support
provided by

Microsoft Windows Server
Internal staff from Information
Services (IS)

Discussion
The department has implemented a sound process for document control. Public records access is
provided for in department policy and follows Washington State law regarding public records request
compliance. Hard copy records are secured by lock and key in file cabinets or locked offices. Electronic
files are secured by passwords assigned to users with rights to appropriate documents and the file
server is backed up daily off site. These are sound practices in the fire service industry.
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Security
Administrative offices are locked after hours and investigator offices and evidence storage rooms are
further secured. Computers are electronically secured via password protection. At fire stations, public
access doors are secured with combination locks. Apparatus bay doors are occasionally left open- both
intentionally and unintentionally- which may compromise perimeter security. Response vehicles rely on
locked fire stations to provide security (which can be defeated with open bay doors as identified above),
but staff vehicles are typically unsecured in the parking lot.
The SVFD policy entitled, “Capital Assets”, dated January 1, 2002 does not appear to be current and
does not appear to be enforced with regard to conducting an annual physical inventory. Asset tags, or
in some cases equipment serial numbers, are used on valuable inventory. SVFD defines attractive assets
as, “… equipment items that fall below the capitalization threshold of $5,000 and are not included in the
Department’s financial statements.” An annual inventorying of these valuables is not regularly
performed to account for the assets. Centralizing purchases can ensure all attractive assets are tagged
and listed on the inventory, facilitating an accurate list from which to conduct annual physical
inventories.
Purchasing Practices and Cash Management
Cash, credit card and purchasing controls are appropriately in place with separation of duties
appropriately maintained. The most recent audit by the Washington State Auditor’s Office, concluded
December 9, 2013, found “No significant deficiencies in internal control over financial reporting were
identified.”
Records & Reporting
All testing records are in place and financial and operational reports are provided to the elected officials
monthly. The department does not publish annual reports, which may provide the community with
information pertinent to SVFD’s service delivery capabilities and may help achieve the strategic
positioning initiative of connecting with SVFD’s constituency. This does not have to be in the form of a
hard copy, printed document, but an electronic report posted on the website with hyperlinks to more
detailed information.
Information Technology
SVFD has its own Information Services Division, which develops and maintains most of the agencies’
technology. Resources in this division are stretched, juggling projects and priorities based in large part
on the rank and authority of the requesting party. A technology plan could assist the division prioritize
its work based on a plan developed by the administrative team. Occasionally, systems are developed
around an individual user preference without weighing the priority of that work against the larger
system needs. This serves to undercut the full capability of the IS Division.
SVFD develops and maintains a tremendous amount of data in various forms, but does little with it. The
data is presumably rich with information that, if analyzed properly, could provide clear and compelling
information which could be used to problem solve very specific issues. Deep analysis of some targeted
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problems can act to focus organizational effort on precise solutions. ESCI recommends acquiring a
dedicated data analyst for this purpose.
Recommendations:


Conduct an annual physical inventory of all attractive assets.



Consider central purchasing to ensure that asset tags or other inventory identifiers are affixed to
the asset and recorded on an inventory master list as they are received.



Consider producing an electronic annual report summarizing the department’s activities and
posting on the SVFD website.



Develop a technology plan in conjunction with the IS Division and administrative staff which
serves to prioritize the work of the IS Division for the year.



Acquire a data analyst position that performs the data analysis for all divisions, developing
trends and actionable information to solve specific problems.

STAFFING AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
An organization’s most valuable asset is its people. It is important that special attention be paid to
managing human resources in a manner that achieves maximum productivity while ensuring a high level
of job satisfaction for the individual. Consistent management practices combined with a safe working
environment, fair treatment, opportunity for input and recognition of the work force’s commitment and
sacrifice are key components impacting job satisfaction. This section provides an overview of SVFD’s
staffing configuration and management practices.

Administrative and Support Staffing
One of the primary responsibilities of a fire department’s administration is to ensure that the fiscal,
infrastructure and support elements are in place and functioning smoothly to enable the core mission
to be accomplished; responding to and mitigating emergencies in a safe and efficient manner.
Like any other part of a municipal fire department, administration and support need appropriate
resources to function properly. In this section of staffing analysis, the ratio of administrative and support
positions to total organizational staffing is compared to industry best practices and similar organizations.
An appropriate balance of administration and support staff compared to operational resources and
service levels is an important consideration to achieving organizational success.
The following table reviews the administration and support organizational structure of the SVFD.
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Figure 29: Survey Table – Administrative and Support Staffing

Staffing Analysis
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Administration and Other Support Staff
A. Fire chief
1
i. Deputy Chief
2
ii. HR Director
1
iii. IS/IT
1 supervisor, 1 analyst, 1 specialist
iv. Administrative Captain
1
v. Finance
1 “Finance Director
1 battalion chief of training and 2
training captains (on day schedule).
B. Training
Has a dedicated administrative
assistant.
1 battalion chief. Uses a “floater”
administrative assistant (possible
C. EMS Coordinator
MSO’s for the new reorganization
plan)
1 fire marshal, 1 deputy fire
marshal, 5 assistant fire marshals, 1
fire protection engineer, 1
D. Fire Prevention
inspector/public Information officer.
Inspector position is being
restructured in new reorganization
plan, but not defined at this time
5 administrative assistants and 1
executive assistant to the fire chief
E. Administrative Secretary
& deputy chief (formerly the
administrative director)
Fleet supervisor/mechanic and 2
F. Mechanic
fleet mechanics. Located on training
center, two part time runners
G. Total administrative &
31
support
I. Percent administrative &
17%
support to total
Survey Components

Recommendations and Comments

Discussion
The level of administration and support staffing represents 17 percent of the total SVFD staff. It is ESCI’s
experience that effective administrative staffing totals typically range from 15 to 18 percent of agency
totals, with fire departments tending toward the high side of the range due to the need to provide its
own support system infrastructure. Based on this comparison, the number of FTEs assigned to
administrative and support positions fits comfortably within this range and is appropriate to accomplish
the responsibilities of this agency.
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Many of the administrative functions are physically centralized at the headquarters building. This
centralized structure should facilitate good communication between divisions and elements. However,
if a structure or process is not in place to ensure that pertinent information is shared or to
independently carry out a centralized plan, the administrative team can fragment into different
directions unintentionally.
While ESCI staff was on site performing interviews and gathering information, SVFD was in the process
of developing a reorganization plan. Since then, the plan has been approved and the staffing levels will
be phased in over the next year, moving total staff from 181 to 190.75.

Emergency Response Staffing
It takes an adequate and properly trained staff of emergency responders to put the appropriate
emergency apparatus and equipment to its best use in mitigating incidents. Insufficient staffing at an
operational scene decreases the effectiveness of the response and increases the risk of injury to all
individuals involved.
The first 15 minutes is the most crucial period in the suppression of a fire. How effectively and efficiently
firefighters perform during this period has a significant impact on the overall outcome of the event. This
general concept is applicable to fire, rescue, and medical situations. Critical tasks must be conducted in a
timely manner in order to control a fire or to treat a patient. SVFD is responsible for assuring that
responding companies are capable of performing all of the described tasks in a prompt, efficient and
safe manner. The following figure lists SVFD’s emergency response staffing.
Figure 30: Survey Table – Emergency Response Staffing

Survey Components
Emergency Service Staff - Fire
A. Shift Battalion Chief
B. Shift Captain
C. Shift Engineer
D. Shift Firefighters
Emergency Service Staff - EMS
A. Shift Paramedic

B. EMT-B
C. Total operational staff
D. Fire department total
E. Percent of operational
officers to firefighters

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

6
33 on shift with 3 new ISO’s
planned
33
76
35 (included in the above count).
2 are retiring at end of year – 8
new paramedics in training
currently
All below battalion chief are
required to maintain as a
minimum
150
181
27.3%
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Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Use of Career Personnel
A. Career scheduling
methodology
i) Length of normal duty
period
ii) FLSA period
iv) Residency requirements
B. Operational career services
i) Fire suppression
ii) EMS/rescue, first response
iii) EMS, advanced life support
iv) Specialized rescue
v) Fire prevention inspections

24/48 (Kelly day every 9th shift -14
per yr.) B/Cs = 13 Kelly days per
yr./49 hour work week
27 day cycle
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Cooperate with Spokane
vi) Emergency management
City/County Emergency
Management
vii) Public education
Yes
Yes (Operations level).
viii) Hazardous materials
Technician level response
response (level)
provided by City of Spokane Fire
Dept.
Responsibilities and Activity Levels of Personnel
A. Assignment of routine
duties:
i) By position
Yes
Cadre – opt in (Cadres are
ii) By areas of personal
committees by subject
interest
matter/interest area)
Process of selection spelled out.
B. Special duties assigned by:
Not tested for, but there is a
selection process -- interviews

ii) Duty assignment

C. Work groups/Committees
i) EMS quality management
ii) Chaplain
iii) Training
iv) Safety
v) Building development
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officer or administrative captain;
right of assignment if nobody
volunteers
Yes
Not active
Training division is committee
Yes
Yes

Recommendations and Comments
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Survey Components
vi) Standards/SOGS

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Not a committee, but a process to
develop from the ground up

Recommendations and Comments

Discussion
Considerable ongoing local, regional and national discussion and debate around large incidents of
significant consequence have brought attention to the matter of firefighter staffing. Frequently, this
discussion is set in the context of firefighter safety. While there are published standards regarding
firefighter staffing, they generally speak in terms of the number of firefighters assigned to a particular
response apparatus, often characterized as a preferred standard of “… a minimum of four personnel per
company”. ESCI notes that the more critical issue is the number of firefighting personnel assembled in a
reasonable amount of time at the scene of an emergency that can perform the required critical tasks to
mitigate the emergency regardless of the type or number of vehicles upon which they arrive.
The number and types of tasks needing simultaneous action will dictate the minimum number of
firefighters required to combat different types of fires. In the absence of adequate personnel to perform
concurrent action, the command officer must prioritize the tasks and complete some in chronological
order, rather than concurrently. SVFD has a Standards of Cover, which assesses community risk,
establishes response time objectives by component, lists the critical tasks necessary to be performed by
incident type, and identifies the Effective Response Force necessary to mitigate an incident. The
residential structure fire critical task analysis is listed below, indicating the number of personnel needed
to effectively combat a residential fire.
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Figure 31: Critical Task Analysis – Residential Structure Fire

1st Alarm Residential Structure Fire
(an * asterisk represents an effective response force critical task)
Task
Staffing Level
Units Assigned
*Initial Attack Line
2
1st Apparatus
*Standby(pre-RIT)/Backup(Protect Egress, Assist in Fire
2
2nd Apparatus
Attack, S/R )
Rapid Intervention Group (RIG)
3
3rd Apparatus
1
Pump Operator
1
1st Apparatus
Ventilation (PPV)
12
1st Apparatus
3
st
*Incident Command
1
1 Apparatus*/Battalion Chief
Primary Search or Rescue
2
2nd Apparatus
Soften Structure
2
1st Pumper-ladder
/Ladders/Vertical Ventilation
*Water Supply
14
3rd Apparatus
Secondary Search or Rescue
2
Heavy Rescue
*Safety/Utilities
15
Safety/Training Officer
Salvage & Overhaul
2
Heavy Rescue
3 Engines, 1 Ladder, 1 Heavy
Total
20
Rescue, Command Staff
Support
1
Pump Operator is able to accomplish other assignments in proximity of his pump panel.
2
This assignment consumes minimum time and effort, with additional assignments made upon
completion.
3
Upon the Battalion Chief’s arrival, they normally assume the Incident Command position.
4
This assignment consumes minimum time and effort, with additional assignments made upon
completion.
5
The Safety Officer normally turns off gas meter & address the power meter before assuming the
position of scene Safety Officer.

Another means of comparison, also used on a national basis, is that of measuring the number of
firefighters per 1,000 population of the service area. Figure 32 illustrates the current comparison of
SVFD staffing with both national and regional norms as reported by the National Fire Protection
Association.
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Figure 32: Firefighters per 1,000 Population
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Using this comparison, SVFD appears to be above the regional median for career personnel and below
the national median.

Personnel Management
The following review relates to the baseline personnel management components typically found in an
appropriately administered organization.
Figure 33: Survey Table - Personnel Management

Personnel Management
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Disciplinary Process
A. Disciplinary policy established
B. Disciplinary process
communicated
C. Appeal process provided
i) pending litigation

Yes – corrective action -- Civil Service
governs suspension, demotion,
discharge
In Safety & Operations Manual and
civil service discipline is addressed in
Collective Bargaining Agreement
Yes – internally and Civil Service
3 cases currently ongoing (2 for
termination and 1 for public records
withheld)
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Personnel Management
Survey Components
Counseling Services
A. Critical incident stress debriefing
B. Employee assistance program
C. Intervention program
Application Process
A. Recruitment program
B. Application process
i) qualification check
ii) reference check
iii) background check
iv) physical standards
established
v) knowledge testing
vi) interview
vii) medical exam required
viii) psychological exam required
iX) medical psychological

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Yes – internal peer counselors
Yes
No
Civil Service
Yes, driving record, credit, EMT cert.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes – validated banding, 1 standard
deviation
2 Interview panels
Yes
Yes – non-medical
Yes

Testing, Measuring and Promotion Process
A. Periodic competence testing
B. Periodic physical competence
testing
C. Periodic performance review

D. Promotional testing

Yes – through the training division
Wellness/fitness evaluation annually
– no consequence for outcomes
Recruits weekly, monthly during
probation, quarterly for promotional
probations. Performance Appraisals
are not done after the first year
Civil Service – joint promotions
committee. Assessment center
designed internally and administered
by an outside consultant

Health and Safety
A. Medical standards established
i) periodic medical exam
B. Safety committee established
i) membership
ii) meetings
iii) function
iv) meeting minutes
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Annual physical established, but not
to any standard
Annual
Yes
Complies with WAC 296-800-130
At least quarterly
Safety Committee Chair is appointed
by Committee -- active committee
Posted

Performance Appraisals should be
conducted annually
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Discussion
Disciplinary processes (corrective action) are well documented and in place in the Safety & Operations
Manual, with due process language in both Civil Service rules and in the collective bargaining
agreement. Appeals processes are also provided for in Civil Service and in the collective bargaining
agreement through the grievance procedure.
There are three pending litigation cases in the courts: two for termination and one for a public records
request. The Human Resources (HR) Director is not consistently consulted prior to initiating action which
could lead up to discipline being administered, which may result in inappropriate or poorly documented
discipline. ESCI recommends that HR be a consultant for any officer contemplating disciplinary action
resulting in suspension, demotion or discharge of a subordinate. Further, it is a best practice that any
contemplated corrective action short of these property interests also be evaluated by HR unless
immediate action is required and there is insufficient opportunity to consult.
Employee assistance programs are in place for all SVFD personnel, and the department participates in a
regional critical incident stress debriefing team. The department has internal peer counselors within the
agency.
Application & Testing
SVFD has a robust application and testing process for prospective firefighter candidates. The applicants
have qualification checks (EMT certification), reference checks, and background checks (NCIC/WACIC,
driving record and credit check) take a general knowledge written examination (validated and banded
within one standard deviation), participate in a physical abilities test, two oral interview panels, a nonmedical psychological screening, a medical physical examination, and a post-offer medical psychological
exam.
Once a candidate is hired and into recruit school, recruits are evaluated weekly while in recruit school
and monthly when out of recruit school but within their probationary period. After the first year of
employment (off probation), personnel are not given formal, written performance evaluations except
when on probation in a promotional position. ESCI recommends a formal process for evaluating all
personnel at least annually.
Promotional testing has experienced difficulties in the past as reported by several personnel
interviewed. The process is defined in Civil Service rules, and is usually conducted as an assessment
center designed internally, but administered by an outside consultant. The specific details of the
process in back to back promotional testing has been challenged by candidates successfully, resulting in
retests or components thrown out in tallying final scores. A joint committee on promotions has been
formed in an effort to improve the process.
Medical Standards & Safety Committee
Entry-level medical standards are in place, but no incumbent medical standards exist. A medical
physical is provided for every employee, but there is no minimum standard to be achieved. The annual
physical exists for the benefit of the employee in private consultation with the physician. The safety
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committee is active and complies with pertinent Washington Administrative Codes governing safety
committee activity and safety standards for firefighters (WAC 296-800 and WAC 296-305).
Cultural Diversity
Feedback from several external stakeholders revealed concern about the lack of cultural diversity within
SVFD. Indeed, there are no female firefighters in the department and significantly low ethnic or racial
diversity. Cultural diversity includes groups that one can be born into, such as race, national origin,
gender, class, or religion. SVFD has recognized this and formed a Cultural Diversity Committee led by a
battalion chief. The effort thus far has targeted women in college sports. While SVFD’s community
demographics reflect a racial or ethnic minority of less than 6%, the department must be more
purposeful in reaching out to and connecting with these communities to partner in the effort.
Recommendations:



Supervisors contemplating formal disciplinary action (or action that could reasonably lead to
discipline) should consult with HR prior to taking action, unless immediate action is required and
there is insufficient opportunity to consult.



All non-probationary personnel should be given a formal performance evaluation by their
supervisor annually.



Develop a cultural diversity plan for the department and utilize the cultural diversity committee
to implement that plan.

FIRE AND EMS TRAINING DELIVERY
Providing safe and effective fire and emergency services requires a well-trained workforce. Training and
education of personnel are critical functions for each study agency. Without quality, comprehensive
training programs, emergency outcomes are compromised and emergency personnel are at risk.
Initial training of newly hired firefighters is essential, requiring a structured recruit training and testing
process. Beyond introductory training, personnel need to be actively engaged on a regular basis and
tested regularly to ensure skills and knowledge are maintained. To accomplish this task, agencies must
either have a sufficient number of instructors within their own organization or be able to tap those
resources elsewhere. Training sessions should be formal and follow a prescribed lesson plan that meets
specific objectives. In addition, a safety officer should be dedicated to all training sessions that involve
manipulative exercises.
In the following section, ESCI reviews SVFD training practices, compares them to national standards and
best practices and recommends modifications, where they may be deemed appropriate.

General Training Competencies
For training to be fully effective, it should be based on established standards. There are a variety of
sources for training standards. SVFD references the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), uses the
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International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA) resources, approves instruction via the
International Fire Service Accreditation Congress (IFSAC) and/or Pro Board, and complies with applicable
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) firefighter safety and training requirements. It also complies
with the Washington State Department of Health (WADOH) Ongoing Training & Evaluation Program
(OTEP) for continuing certification of its Emergency Medical Technicians.
Figure 34: Survey Table – General Training Competencies

Training Program-Observations
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Survey Components
Recommendations and Comments
Observations
1. General Training Competency
Enhance NIMS training to include ISME teaches ICS – each company
300 for officers. Consider positionA. Incident command
officer certified at 100/200 and
specific training for strike team and
system
700/800. Company Officer Step
task force leaders, division
Program has 300-400 as incentives
supervisor, and overhead positions
at chief officer level
B. Accountability
Passport system
procedures
Conduct training to cause discussion
C. Policy and procedures
about individual policies
Any hands on lesson has a safety brief
tailored to the lesson. NFPA 1403
D. Safety procedures
compliant for live fire burns & uses
NWCG safety brief for wildfires
Long Beach FD (CA) academy model
has been modified to use at SVFD.
Intensive hands on block training (2
E. Recruit training
week blocks) IFSAC certification
accredited – internally administered
testing – 12 week academy
F. Special rescue (high
Training handled by the team leaders.
angle, confined space, etc.) SME’s instruct. NFPA 1670 compliant.
Haz-Mat Ops certification. Rely on
G. Hazardous materials
Spokane FD. Haz-Mat technicians are
also being relied upon
Recruits at S-131 certification, Red
Card certification available to all
H. Wildland firefighting
personnel. SME’s teach and develop
curriculum in wildland firefighting
SME cadre develops curriculum. Twice
I. Vehicle extrication
a year extrication experience with
wrecking yard
EVIP program – sets up rodeo course
J. Defensive driving
and street route developed. Recently
hosted train-the-trainer
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Survey Components
K. Use and care of small
tools
L. Radio communications &
dispatch protocol?
M. EMS skills and protocol

Training Program-Observations
Spokane Valley Fire Department
Recommendations and Comments
Observations
Left to company officer instruction
PPT’s – drill topics include radio
frequency use, transitioning to new
digital radio system
OTEP used for EMT’s, every other
month there are evaluations. Case
reviews in concert with MPD for PM’s

Discussion
Training is led by a battalion chief on days and two training captains as staff. The training program is
augmented by subject matter experts (SME’s) who are on shift and selected for their expertise in
subjects contained in the training curriculum. A review of the general training competencies that are
included in SVFD’s training program reveals that the necessary baseline subject areas are being
addressed by the training division.
The agency has several members who hold command and general staff positions on regional and state
incident management teams. These members make up the SME cadre. SVFD is Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) National Incident Management System (NIMS) compliant, and uses the
objectives developed collaboratively by the National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG), the United
States Fire Administration (USFA), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the
Emergency Management Institute (EMI).
Incident scene personnel accountability is performed via the Passport Accountability System, although
the department is experimenting with some changes to on scene accountability of its personnel and
equipment. The training division incorporates policies into its training curriculum where appropriate.
Live burn training requires NFPA 1403 compliance for safety at live fire burns and a NWCG compliant
safety brief for wildfires. Any manipulative training evolution has a safety brief tailored to the lesson.
Additional consideration should be given to adapting the “Six Minutes for Safety”8 sessions to include
training on high liability risks related to personnel decisions and actions.
New Personnel Training
Proper training of new emergency services personnel is essential before members are allowed to
become responders. Specific knowledge and skills must be obtained to achieve a basic understanding of
the roles and responsibilities of an emergency responder. SVFD has addressed this need by conducting a
recruit academy complete with intensive didactic instruction and hands on skills development, followed
by a probationary period of continuous evaluation by field personnel. The academy is an adaptation of
8

Graham, Gordon. "Gordon Graham's Page.". Fire Engineering, Web. 28 June 2014.
<http://community.fireengineering.com/profile/GordonGraham>.
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the Long Beach FD (CA) academy, modified to apply to SVFD. The academy is segmented into two week
blocks and conducted over a twelve week academy. Instructors are IFSAC certified and the SVFD is Pro
Board accredited. Testing is conducted internally. Academy graduates achieve Firefighter I and II level
certification, compliant with NFPA 1001 standards.
Incumbent & Specialized Training
After probation, training is mostly focused on crews. The training division evaluates engine and truck
companies regularly, and accountability for the requisite knowledge is tested via quizzes and skills
demonstrations. Deficient companies are given feedback right away, with follow-up discussion with the
assigned battalion chief, who addresses deficiency as necessary.
Fundamental skills, such as proper use of small tools and equipment, nomenclature, care and
maintenance are delegated to individual company officers to perform with their subordinates.
Communication procedures on the radio, proper use of portable radios and frequencies are provided for
in PowerPoint presentations that instructors or company officers can use as an instructional aid. With a
new digital radio system pending, these procedures will be revised and the training intensified to avoid
confusion and communication gaps.
All operational personnel at SVFD are trained and certified to the hazardous materials - operations level,
with battalion chiefs also trained to the hazardous materials - incident commander level. Hazardous
materials offensive actions are provided by Spokane Fire Department’s type I hazardous materials team.
The SVFD area is subject to significant wildland fires that present a risk of exposure to structures within
the service area, referred to as “wildland-urban interface” areas. To address the need, firefighters
receive S-131 “Wildland Firefighting for Structural Firefighters” training. SVFD SMEs instruct these
courses internally. Personnel with an interest in becoming Red Card certified are afforded training
opportunities to attain the certification. The captain “step” program (designed to integrate education
into salary “step increases”) provides opportunity for incumbents to move up the captain steps with
NWCG red card certification.
Extrication training is provided twice per year, usually in cooperation with a local wrecking yard, where
SVFD SMEs instruct on simulated patient extrication methods from vehicles within the wrecking yard.
The SMEs develop and teach the curriculum. Standardization of these methods and formal approval of
the curriculum should be provided by the training division.
Emergency medical technician (EMT) training and recertification is provided via the Ongoing Training
and Evaluation Program (OTEP), administered by the EMS chief as calendared by the training division.
This Washington State recertification methodology provides for a three year training schedule which, if
followed, results in the incumbent receiving EMT recertification. Every other month, EMTs are
evaluated through the training division. Paramedics participate in regular case reviews facilitated by the
medical program director for the department. In addition, paramedics must attend outside advanced
life support recertification courses to maintain their paramedic certification.
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Defensive Driving Training
One of the more significant liability exposures that a fire agency can experience is that of motor vehicle
accidents, a risk that is compounded when vehicles respond in emergency circumstances. SVFD has
established a practice of conducting periodic training based on the EVIP (Emergency Vehicle Incident
Prevention) program, a widely accepted standard. The training division seeks to deliver the EVIP class
annually. A vehicle rodeo has been designed and used for the training, as well as a street course
identified.

Training Program Management and Administration
To function effectively, a training program needs to be managed appropriately. Administrative program
support is important, along with program guidance in the form of training planning, goals, and defined
objectives.
The next table reviews the SVFD Training Program administration and management practices.
Figure 35: Survey Table – Training Program Administration and Management

Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Training Administration
A. Director of training program

B. Training officer education or
background

C. Program goals and objectives
identified

D. Governing body support and
concurrence
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Chief Arold, Battalion Chief of
Training
AA in FSA, working on Bachelors,
NFA Training Program
Management, Health & Safety
Officer Pro Board, Air Force
(budgeting, leadership, fire
behavior) 20 years in the fire
service at SVFD
Yes – meet WAC standards,
reference NFPA standards (don’t
adopt), WSRB evaluation –
company performance standards,
officer development academy,
engineer development academy,
sim lab, NFA courses – have our
own training center – personal
goal to be in the plan and update
it regularly , develop people.
Training is assigned to assist SVFD
in achieving a WSRB 2
Very strong support from Chief
Hail (training chief supervisor).
Chief is strong advocate for
training

Recommendations and Comments
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Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Yes –all separated and under lock
and key. Training Chief requested
audit for training records. Digital
conversion is a desire

Training records should be
computerized to ensure ease of
search by various parameters

Recordkeeping
A. Individual training files
maintained
B. Records and files
computerized
C. Daily training records
D. Company training records
E. Lesson plans used
F. Pre-fire planning included in
training
Administrative Priority

A. Budget allocated to training

B. Using certified instructors

C. Annual training report
produced

E. Adequate training
space/facilities and equipment
F. Maintenance of training
facilities

Yes -- FDM
Unassigned training is filed
electronically. Record attached
to all training activities
Unassigned training is filed
electronically
Yes – using template
Yes

$250,000 – need a facilities
improvement plan at training
center. Budget includes PPE for
all personnel
SME’s are Instructor I’s (all
officers are Instructor I) and
Training Officers are Instructor II.
TO’s develop and review training
programs, SME’s and Officers
deliver it
Quarterly report of ongoing
activities and quarterly report to
B/C’s on training delinquency
Yes, but there is room for
improvement. Command &
Control Sim Lab, technology at
training center could be
improved, some additional props

Develop a training facilities
improvement plan (including
additional props). Isolate training
budget from other ancillary
responsibilities to clarify level of
financial support to training

Develop technology improvement
plan in concert with IT and budget
accordingly

Yes
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Discussion
The SVFD training program operates under the oversight of a battalion chief assigned to the training
division. The training chief is well qualified, with a degree in fire service administration, a graduate of
the national fire academy (NFA) Training Program Management course, multiple years of experience,
having previously served as a training captain. He works with two training captains on days and no
assigned administrative support. Support is provided by an administrative assistant.
The training division has goals and objectives and meets WAC standards. The training curriculum
references NFPA standards (but the agency has not adopted them), has established company
performance standards, outlines an officer development academy and an engineer development
academy, conducts a simulation lab, and hosts NFA off-campus courses at their training center. The
training chief’s personal goal is to be continuously reviewing and updating the training program
regularly, with particular emphasis on development of personnel.
Computerized training records would assist in this process. Training records should be on a digital
platform to ensure the training chief can perform search functions to view the training effort from many
different perspectives, identifying trends and anomalies for correction. This can serve to focus the
training division on the topic areas needing greater emphasis for employee development.
If the training budget is isolated from other responsibilities (e.g., personal protective equipment), it
ensures there is no mistaking the level of financial commitment being made by the organization in
support of training. The budget should reflect long-range plans for improvement of the training facility
and props, and should include any technology improvements specifically related to the training center.
Training Program Planning
For a training program to be effective, it must have the following five components at a minimum:






Periodic training needs assessments
Defined annual program goals, based on the needs assessment
Specific delivery objectives, addressing program goals
A process of performance measuring and monitoring
Periodic re-evaluation and modification

SVFD has addressed all five components and has a three-year training plan, with the first year hardcalendared and the subsequent years soft calendared to provide time for instruction by topic, but
without the details of the first year. This is an effective planning and scheduling tool, although ESCI
recommends that the plan be five years out.
Training Records & Support
Prior to taking charge of the training division, the training chief requested an audit of the training
records. The training division currently uses FDM© as its training records management system. While
the individual training records are hard copied, they appear to be in good shape. The training chief has a
goal of converting all training records to a digital format for ease of searching and determining gaps. As
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mentioned earlier, the training curriculum is reduced to written lesson plans, in a template format to
facilitate new curriculum development.
The training budget is $250,000, but includes repair and replacement of personal protective equipment
(PPE) for the department, which is currently being transferred to a battalion chief. Training officers
evaluate the condition of the PPE every six months. The training chief notes that the training center
needs a facility improvement plan due to gaps in the simulation lab and technology shortcomings.
Additional or replacement props would also improve the training experience.
A quarterly training report of ongoing activities and personnel delinquencies is issued to the battalion
chiefs. ESCI recommends this be expanded at the end of the year to include the goals and objectives of
the training division and how well they were met, what improvements are planned for and what
resources and/or cooperation is needed to achieve the goals and objectives of the division. This report
should be issued to the fire chief, the operations deputy chief and the battalion chiefs annually.
Recommendations:


Expand the current three-year training plan to a five-year horizon.



Expand the quarterly training report currently sent to battalion chiefs into an annual report, to
include the training division goals and objectives, accomplishments, planned improvements and
needed resources for the coming year. Distribute copies to the fire chief, operations deputy
chief and battalion chiefs.



Computerize all training records to facilitate searches, view the training effort from many
different perspectives, and identify trends and anomalies for correction.



Develop a training facility improvement plan, complete with IT upgrades to facilitate delivery of
the training program.

Training Resources, Scheduling and Methodology
To be able to deliver effective training to fire and EMS personnel, some resources are necessary to arm
the trainer with the tools needed to provide adequate educational content. In addition to tools,
effective methodologies must be employed if training delivery it to be sufficient to meet the needs.
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Figure 36: Survey Table – Training Resources, Scheduling and Methodology

Survey Components
Training Facilities and Resources
A. Training facilities (tower,
props, pits)
i) live fire prop
ii) fire and driving grounds
B. Classroom facilities
C. VCR, projectors, computer
simulations
D. Books, magazines,
instructional materials
Training Procedures Manual
A. Manual developed and used
B. IFSTA manuals used
Training Scheduling
A. Career training schedule
B. Minimum training hours,
competencies
Methodology Used for Training
A. Manipulative
B. Task performances
C. Annual training hours
D. Use of lesson plans
E. Night drills
F. Multi-agency drills
G. Inter-station drills
H. Physical standards or
requirements
I. Annual performance
evaluation conducted
J. Employee Development
program
Operations and Performance
A. Disaster drills conducted
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Observations
Yes, located at 2411 S. Pioneer
Lane
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Each station has its own library
No, the computer is effectively
the training manual
Yes
Yes – three year
Yes, training hours meet WSRB -10 hours per month per person,
plus 12 hours per year per officer
on tactics – Firefighter II
certification will be 100%
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes – 2 per year
Yes – follow outline of WSRB
Yes
Yes – upon hiring and wellness
program provides for a fitness
evaluation and annual medical
physical
Yes
No, but is a goal to develop one
for advancement
Regional MCI drill, table top
Bakken Oil disaster scenario, etc.

Recommendations and Comments
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Survey Components
B. Attention to safety
C. After Action Review
D. Priority by management
toward training

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Certified Incident Safety Officers
and a high degree of safety
sensitivity
Yes

Recommendations and Comments
Issue monthly safety bulletins

High

Discussion
SVFD has made a strong commitment to training in all regards. The organization has focused on safety
and has a culture of safe practices. Expanding this to include monthly safety bulletins to all personnel as
well as lessons learned from internal experiences or highlighting a lesson learned from other agencies
keeps employees focused on safety.
Training Facilities
The training division has an integrated training facility complete with a training tower, classroom facility
and training props surrounded by a somewhat cramped ramp area serving as the training grounds.
Numerous roof and ventilation, confined space and burn props are available on site. The classroom has
appropriate technology to meet the needs of didactic instruction, and because it is within short walking
distance of the drill yard, lecture can be followed immediately by practical field exercises to reinforce
learning.
Training Manual, Methodologies & Scheduling
A training manual serves to standardize techniques and processes across shifts and battalions. SVFD
relies upon SMEs for lesson plan development and instruction, which appropriately takes advantage of
available expertise. However, ESC has found that if there is not also a centralized lesson plan analysis
and approval process, training can splinter into multiple directions based on the varied preferences of
individual instructors. Empowerment of the SMEs should be continued, but with a review and approval
process by the training division inserted before instructional delivery. These approved lesson plans
should be summarized in an organizational training “manual” to act as a guide for all personnel. The
manual need not be a physical document, but if electronic, should be accessible by all personnel.
As discussed previously, the training division has a three year training plan which provides ten hours of
training per person per month and twelve hours per year per officer on tactics. Two night drills per year
are conducted, as well as multi-company and multi-agency drills. The training hours are designed to
meet the Washington Surveying and Rating Bureau (WSRB) training metrics, which avoid deficiency
point assignment by the WSRB when conducting a rerate of the department. The goal of the training
division is that 100% of combat personnel will achieve and maintain Firefighter II certification. Annual
performance is evaluated.
Disaster drills are either table-topped or conducted in conjunction with regional partners annually.
After-action reviews are conducted regularly and there is a significant emphasis on safety. Safety
bulletins are issued monthly to the department. Review of the after-action reporting (AAR) process may
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be in order, since some internal stakeholders indicated that the full AAR documentation is onerous and
may result in delays in circulating critical safety information to all personnel. The safety culture in the
organization however, is high, which matches the administrations’ priority on safety.
Professional Development
Beyond the regular training offered to staff, individuals should be offered specific officer development
training in order to prepare them for more responsibility as they progress through the agency’s
command structure. Placing individuals in positions of authority without first giving them the tools to
succeed often ends in failure and discouragement by both the officer and their subordinates. A goal of
the training division is development of a curriculum for personnel development in preparation for
advancement.
Recommendations:



Training curriculum developed by SMEs should be reviewed and approved by the training
division prior to instructional delivery. These approved lesson plans should be summarized in an
organizational training “manual” to act as a guide for all personnel.



Evaluate the length of time required to complete an After Action Report to ensure rapid
dissemination of lessons learned.



Create a curriculum for personnel development in preparation for advancement.

FIRE PREVENTION AND PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS
An aggressive risk management program, through active fire and life safety services, is a fire
department’s best opportunity to minimize the losses and human trauma associated with fires and
other community risks.
The National Fire Protection Association recommends a multifaceted, coordinated risk reduction
process at the community level to address local risks. This requires engaging all segments of the
community, identifying the highest priority risks, and then developing and implementing
9
strategies designed to mitigate the risks.

A fire department needs to review and understand the importance of fire prevention and public
education, appreciating their role in the planning process of a community with diversified zoning
including residential, commercial, and industrial properties.
The fundamental components of an effective fire prevention program are listed in the following table,
accompanied by the elements needed to address each component.

9

th

Kirtley, Edward, Fire Protection Handbook, 20 Edition, 2008, NFPA, Quincy, MA.
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Figure 37: Fire Prevention Program Components

Fire Prevention Program Components

Fire Code Enforcement

Public Fire and Life Safety Education

Fire Cause Investigation

Elements Needed to Address Program
Components
Proposed construction and plans review
New construction inspections
Existing structure/occupancy inspections
Internal protection systems design review
Storage and handling of hazardous materials
Public education
Specialized education
Juvenile fire setter intervention
Prevention information dissemination
Fire cause and origin determination
Fire death investigation
Arson investigation and prosecution

Fire and Life Safety Code Enforcement
The most effective way to combat fires is to prevent them. A strong fire prevention program, based on
locally identified risk and relevant codes and ordinances, reduces loss of property, life, and the personal
and community-wide disruption that accompanies a catastrophic fire.
Figure 38: Survey Table - Fire Prevention Code Enforcement

Fire Prevention Code Enforcement Observations
Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Code Enforcement
A. Fire codes adopted
i) Code used – year/version

B. Local codes or ordinances
adopted, amendments
C. Sprinkler ordinance in place

2012 International Fire Code
with Washington State
Amendments. Adopted by each
city served.
Spokane County Title III local
amendments apply some minor
adjustments in unincorporated
areas
No

Discussion
The department has adopted the 2012 edition of the International Fire Code and has supplemented the
code with Washington State amendments. The adopted code is the most current available that the
amendments are consistent with current best practices. Each of the cities served by SVFD has
concurrently adopted the same code, assuring that fire safety code administration is equally addressed
throughout the jurisdiction. It will be important to continue to assure that all cities maintain the same
code versions as future adoptions occur.
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Fire code enforcement and administration in the department is the responsibility of a fire marshal who
subsequently supervises seven additional personnel in the division. The fire marshal’s staff consists of
one deputy fire marshal, five assistant fire marshals and one plan review technician, who is a certified
fire protection engineer. The department has prioritized the importance of effective fire prevention
well, as demonstrated by a well- staffed prevention division.
Recommendation:


Assure that all cities served adopt and maintain the same versions of fire and life safety codes

New Construction Plan Review and Inspection
An essential component of a fire prevention program is new construction plan reviews. When a new
building is proposed within SVFD’s boundary, the department will have the responsibility to protect the
structure for the life of the building. As a result, SVFD has a fundamental interest and duty to ensure all
buildings within its jurisdiction are properly constructed.
Spokane Valley Fire Department’s new construction code enforcement activities consist of regular
review of submitted commercial and residential plans, as summarized below.
Figure 39: Survey Table - New Construction Plan Review

Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

New Construction Inspections and Involvement
A. Consulted in proposed new
construction

B. Perform fire and life safety
plan review

C. Sign-off on new construction
D. Charges for inspections or
reviews

Yes
Performed in the city of Spokane
Valley. Spokane County
completes for Millwood and Otis
Orchards and the city of Liberty
Lake conducts their own plan
reviews.
Required in the city of Spokane
Valley only

Assure that plan reviews are
consistently addressed throughout
the jurisdiction

Included in plan review fees

Discussion
The fire marshal and his staff perform reviews of submitted building plans for the portions of the district
that fall within the boundaries of the city of Spokane Valley. Plan reviews in the City of Liberty Lake are
completed by the city building department. Similarly, those in the unincorporated areas of Spokane
County, including Millwood and Otis Orchards, are processed by the county. In the latter jurisdictions,
SVFD performs only a basic review of site access and water supply availability.
It is noted that the vast majority, estimated to be 98%, of the plans submitted are in the city of Spokane
Valley. However, outside of that city, plan review practices are de-centralized, with some being
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performed by non-department staff. The practice is acceptable and indications are that it is effective;
however, given the interest that SVFD has in assuring fully adequate code compliance, it would be
preferable if the fire marshals’ office saw all submitted plans. The department should either become
involved in the review process or seek to assure that reviews that are completed address SVFD fire
protection interests.
Recommendation:


Take steps to assure that plan reviews in the City of Liberty Lake and Spokane County are
completed to the same standard as those completed by SVFD

Existing Occupancy Inspection Program
Existing property inspections, to find and eliminate potential life hazards, are an essential part of the
overall fire protection system. These efforts are most effective when completed by individuals having
the proper combination of training and experience, and when completed with appropriate frequency.
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Figure 40: Survey Table - Existing Occupancy Inspection Program

Survey Components
General Inspection Program
A. Perform existing occupancy
inspections
B. Special risk inspections
C. Storage tank inspections
D. Key-box entry program in
place
E. Hydrant flow records
maintained
F. Self-inspection program in
place
G. Frequency of inspections
H. Citation process in place and
formally documented/adopted
i) Court-cited to
I. Inspections computerized
J. Community feedback system
in place
K. Number of personnel devoted
to program
L. Fees for specialty inspections

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

All existing occupancies are
inspected
Completed as-needed
Completed as-needed
Knox Box system is required in
gated communities and buildings
with suppression or detection
systems
Fire department tests annually
and maintains records for
permitting purposes
No

Consider implementation of a selfinspection program for low risk
existing occupancies

Annual, quarterly in high risk
categories
Process in place via building
department code compliance
officers
Municipal or county depending
on jurisdiction
Yes
Periodic surveys distributed
periodically plus feedback
information on various forms
and documents
Eight
None

Discussion
SVFD operates a highly effective and comprehensive existing occupancy inspection program. ESCI
commends the department for its efforts, recognizing that leadership has clearly prioritized the program
appropriately.
All occupancies in the jurisdiction are inspected annually, at a minimum. In addition, quarterly
inspections are performed on higher risk occupancy category structures. The fire marshal indicates that
approximately 4,800 occupancies are located in the jurisdiction that are subject to inspection,
representing a considerable workload. The program is highly effective.
As the community continues to grow, existing occupancy inspection demands will increase similarly. The
department will need to plan ahead for the future workload. One opportunity to mitigate the demand
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may be the implementation of a company inspection program, under which some lower hazard category
occupancies are reviewed by response crews. However, ESCI notes that such a program was in place in
the past and discontinued in 2013 due to emergency response workload. Instead, line crews efforts have
been focused on pre-incident planning efforts and building familiarization efforts.
Recommendation:


Plan ahead for increasing existing occupancy inspection workload as the community grows.
Identify means for adding inspection personnel or re-establishing company inspection
practices.

Fire and Life Safety Public Education Program
Providing fire and life safety education to the public to minimize the number of emergencies while
training the community to take appropriate actions when an emergency occurs is essential to a fire and
life safety program. Life and fire safety education provides the best chance for minimizing the effects of
fire, injury and illness to the community.
Public education outreach in SVFD is listed in the following table.
Figure 41: Survey Table - Fire Safety and Public Education

Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Fire Safety and Public Education
A. Public education/information
officer in place
B. Feedback instrument used
C. Public education in the
following areas:
i) calling 9-1-1
ii) EDITH (exit drills in the
home)
iii) smoke alarm program
iv) fire safety (heating
equipment, chimney, electrical
equipment, kitchen/cooking,
etc.)
v) injury prevention (falls,
burns/scalding, bike helmets,
drowning, etc.)
vi) Fire extinguisher use
vii) Fire brigade training
viii) senior care and safety

Responsibilities are split
between several of the assistant
fire marshals due to workload
Surveys handed out in school
classes

Establish a dedicated public
education staff position

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Senior fall prevention program
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Survey Components
ix) curriculum used in schools
x) baby-sitting classes offered
xi) CPR courses, blood pressure
checks offered
D. Publications available to
public
E. Bilingual information available
F. Annual report distributed to
community
G. Juvenile fire setter program
offered
H. Wildland interface education
offered

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Internally developed Junior Fire
Marshal curriculum used. Lesson
plan sent in advance to teachers.
Assists with hospital program on
fire prevention portion
CPR classes offered twice
monthly. Blood pressure check
available at all stations.

Recommendations and Comments

Available at all stations
No
Included in fire prevention
section of the department’s
annual report
Yes. Trained intervention
specialist are on staff
Yes, plus a goal of hands on
triage of interface homes every
five years

Discussion
Like other fire prevention efforts, public education and outreach is appropriately prioritized in the
organization. Even though the responsibilities are distributed as additional assigned duties between
prevention division personnel, nearly all of fundamental community outreach elements are being
addressed.
SVFD’s primary public education focus occurs during the annual Fire Prevention Week, which the
department extends to approximately a month. In addition to the annual outreach, the department’s
public education efforts include an active CPR training program and CPR classes in schools. A program
for apartment managers is offered as are multiple additional educational initiatives.
The agency disseminates public education and outreach tasks between several of the assistant fire
marshals, in addition to their other responsibilities, in the absence of a public education officer.
Indications from stakeholder interviews are that the outreach efforts are compromised by other
responsibilities, including the considerable inspection workload discussed earlier. As the organization
moves forward, ESCI recommends that the department bolster its public education efforts by
establishing a dedicated position specifically charged with educational outreach responsibilities.
Recommendation:
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Fire Cause and Origin Investigation
Accurately determining the cause of a fire is an essential element of a fire prevention program. When
fires are set intentionally, identification and/or prosecution of the responsible offender is critical in
preventing additional fires and potential loss of life. Further, if the cause of a fire is accidental, it is also
of great importance to determine that cause as knowing and understanding how accidental fires start is
the most effective way to identify appropriate fire prevention and public education measures to prevent
a reoccurrence.
Figure 42: Survey Table - Fire Investigation

Survey Components

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations

Recommendations and Comments

Fire Investigation

A. Fire origin and cause
determination

Cause and origin investigation
completed on all fires. Initially by
company officers and/or as
necessary referred to one of 4
investigators in the prevention
division.

B. Arson investigation and
prosecution
i) arson investigation training
provided
C. Person responsible for
investigations
D. Local FIT membership (fire
investigation team)
E. Process for handling juvenile
suspects
F. Liaison with law enforcement
G. Scene control practices in
place
H. Photographer available
I. Adequate and appropriate
equipment issued/supplied
J. Evidence collection process in
place
K. Reports and records of all
incidents made
L. File, record, and evidence
security
Pre Incident Planning
A. Pre-plans completed

4 of 5 investigators certified fire
investigators as well as law
enforcement certified
Fire marshal
No structured team is in place

Consider establishing a regional Fire
Investigation Team

Processed via county juvenile
court
Fire Marshal or designee
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Appropriately secured
A new pre-incident planning
program is being started this
year. 1,850 buildings are
scheduled to be preplanned.
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Survey Components
B. Frequency of review
C. Accessibility of plans
Statistical Collection and Analysis
A. Records kept by computer
i) type of operating platform
ii) software used
B. Information collected in the
following areas:
i) fire incidents
ii) time of day and day of week
iii) method of alarm (how
received)
iv) dispatch times
v) response times

Spokane Valley Fire Department
Observations
Annually, once completed, which
will take 3 years
Will be included in database and
accessible on mobile computers
in vehicles

Recommendations and Comments

Yes
Windows based
FDM Software

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

C. Information analyzed & used
for planning

Not regularly. All fire reports are
reviewed for cause and trends

D. Reports made & distributed

Prevention section included in
the department’s annual report

Utilize data collected regarding fire
cause to identify trends and target
public education outreach
accordingly

Discussion
The results of fire investigations, if used accordingly, identify public education focus areas, the need for
code modifications and adjustment of personnel deployment and training. Definition and mitigation of
a community’s fire problem can be achieved via an effective fire cause and determination program.
Fire cause and origin determination in SVFD starts with the fire officer on the scene of a fire. At a small
incident, a company officer may determine whether a fire has an obvious cause or is suspicious. If onscene personnel view the fire as questionable or are unsure about the fire’s cause, they will request
assistance from a fire investigator to conduct the cause and origin investigation. Suspected arson cases
are processed by one of the certified investigators, in collaboration with local law enforcement for
processing and criminal charges.
The department has made a considerable commitment of fire cause investigation. The division is highly
staffed, more so than is commonly seen in similar sized agencies.
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CAPITAL ASSETS AND ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Regardless of an emergency service agency’s financing, if appropriate capital equipment is not available
for the use by responders, it is impossible for a fire department to deliver services effectively. Two
primary capital assets that are essential to the provision of emergency response are facilities and
apparatus (response vehicles).
SVFD maintains a balance of three basic resources that are needed to carry out its emergency mission:
People, equipment, and facilities. Because firefighting is an extremely physical pursuit, the adequacy of
personnel resources is a primary concern; but no matter how competent or numerous the firefighters
are, the department will fail to execute its mission if it lacks sufficient fire apparatus distributed in an
efficient manner.
The department maintains ten fire stations and millions of dollars-worth of capital assets. These assets
are necessary to provide service and must be maintained and replaced as needed. A comparison of
major capital assets, including fire engines, aerial ladder trucks and fire stations is provided in the
following figure.
Figure 43: Capital Assets per 1,000 Population

The following chart provides a comparison of SVFD’s fire stations, pumpers (engines) and aerial trucks
mirrored against national median data10.
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Relative to national comparators, SVFD has a slightly higher number of fire stations and pumpers than
similar sized organizations, based on population. The number of aerial apparatus is consistent with the
national comparator. It is noted that SVFD uses two pumper/ladder combination apparatus.

10

Reserve apparatus are not included; also the two SVFD pumper/aerial apparatus are counted as both pumpers
and aerials.
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The following discussion reviews the department’s facilities and apparatus and provides
recommendations as necessary.

Facilities
Fire stations play an integral role in the delivery of emergency services for a number of reasons. A
station’s location will dictate, to a large degree, response times to emergencies. A poorly located station
can mean the difference between confining a fire to a single room and losing the structure. Fire stations
also need to be designed to adequately house equipment and apparatus, as well as meet the needs of
the organization, the community served, and the personnel assigned to these stations. It is important to
research need based on call volume, response time, types of emergencies, and projected growth prior
to making a station placement commitment. The following figures summarize ESCI’s nonengineering/non-architectural review of each facility within the SVFD study area.
Figure 44: SVFD University Station (Station 1)
Overview
This station is located on Sprague Avenue, west of Highway 27 (S Pines Road). The station houses an engine
company and the Battalion 1 Battalion Chief. The University Station is well located to serve this station’s
primary response area. The building is currently being remodeled to comply with updated codes and to meet
the future needs of the fire district.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Structural brick
1976, remodeling in progress (Completed in October
2014)
Currently being reviewed for seismic and code
compliance
Diesel generator
Good to excellent after remodeling
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Adequate storage is present.
12,859 square feet
Exercise room with equipment is present
Commercial cabinets and fixtures. 8 partitioned
sleeping areas in two dormitories. (October 2014)
Separate restrooms with showers
BC’s office. Public reception area
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
Apparatus exhaust system in place
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Figure 45: SVFD Millwood Station (Station 2)
Overview
The Millwood station is located in the City of Millwood, in the northwest corner of the SVFD service area. SVFD
has a 100 year lease on this facility. A single engine company operates from this 3 bay facility. The station is well
positioned with north south access across Interstate 90 and the Burlington Northern and Union Pacific
mainlines, all of which transect the SVFD service area.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Concrete block and structural brick.
2002
Current building code and essential building
specifications.
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
5,807 square feet
Exercise room with equipment.
Smaller but adequate kitchen/dining area. Day room.
Four separate bedrooms.
Separate restrooms with showers.
Meeting/training room.
Personal use washer/dryer.
Sprinkler system in place.
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks.
Apparatus exhaust system in place.
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Figure 46: SVFD Liberty Lake Station (Station 3)
Comments
The Liberty Lake station is located within the city limits of Liberty Lake. The three bay facility is staffed with one
engine company. The station is scheduled to be moved to a new location south of Interstate 90 due to
anticipated development in this area and also changes to the I90 interchange nearby. The estimated timeline
for the move is 2017 to 2018.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Block and structural brick
1997
Current building code
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
7,700 square feet
Exercise area with equipment
Smaller but adequate kitchen/dining area. Day room.
Two dorms 1 w/ 4 partitioned areas and 1 single.
Separate restrooms with showers
Meeting/training area. Work area for SCBA testing
and repair.
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
Apparatus exhaust system in place
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Figure 47: SVFD Otis Orchards Station (Station 4)
Overview
The Otis Orchards station serves a largely rural residential area north of Liberty Lake and I90. A major
renovation and remodeling is currently in progress at this station. A 3 or 4 person engine company cross-staffs a
structural engine or brush engine. The station is well placed to serve the Otis Orchards area. When the
remodeling is completed, the facility will provide workspace for personal protective equipment (PPE) repair.
The Otis Orchard station will meet the current and future needs of the fire district.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Structural brick.
1984, remodeling in progress. (Completed November
2014)
Current building code and essential building
specifications.
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
4,224 square feet
Exercise area with equipment.
Smaller but adequate kitchen/dining area. Day room.
1 dorm with 6 partitioned areas
Separate restrooms with showers.
Work area for turnout repair (part of remodeling).
Personal use washer/dryer.
Sprinkler system to be installed with remodeling.
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks.
Apparatus exhaust system in place.
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Figure 48: SVFD Sullivan Station (Station 5)
Overview
The Sullivan fire station is located in an area of industrial and commercial development, with residential
development north of Interstate 90. The district’s vehicle maintenance shop and training facility is just south of
the station. Station 5 houses a single engine company. Some SVFD water rescue equipment is located at this
station. The Sullivan station is well located; with access not only north of the station, but across the Spokane
River and Interstate 90 into the residential areas to the south.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Structural brick
1995
Built to current code
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
7,420 square feet
Exercise area with equipment
Large well equipped kitchen/dining area. 6 partitioned
sleeping areas with storage.
Separate restrooms with showers.
Meeting/training area. Operations room. Public
reception area.
Personal use washer/dryer.
Sprinkler system in place.
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks.
Apparatus exhaust system in place.
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Figure 49: SVFD Edgecliff Station (Station 6)
Overview
The Edgecliff station is located just off Interstate 90, with access both onto and across the freeway. This station
is the western-most SVFD station. Personnel at this station cross-staff a structural and brush engine. Station 6
was constructed in 2012 is a well-designed, modern fire facility, which will meet the needs of SVFD well into the
future.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Structural brick.
2012
Built to current code and essential building
specifications.
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
7,500 square feet
Exercise area with equipment.
Large well equipped kitchen/dining area. 8 separate
dorms for sleeping.
Separate restrooms with showers.
Meeting/training area. Operations room. Public
reception area.
Personal use washer/dryer.
Sprinkler system to be installed with remodel.
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks.
Apparatus exhaust system in place.
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Figure 50: SVFD Evergreen Station (Station 7)
Overview
The Evergreen station serves a largely residential area east of Highway 27 and south of Interstate 90. A single
engine company operates from this station. There is good access in all directions in the Station 7 first due area;
and the station is well positioned to respond into other portions of the SVFD service area.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Structural brick
1994
Built to current code and essential building
specifications
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
7,204 square feet
Exercise area with equipment
Large well equipped kitchen/dining area. 8 partitioned
sleeping areas in 2 dormitories with storage.
Separate restrooms with showers
Operations room. Public reception area
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
Apparatus exhaust system in place
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Figure 51: SVFD Pinecroft Station (Station 8)
Overview
The Pinecroft station houses a pumper/ladder company and a heavy rescue company.. The location of Station 8
provides good access throughout the district for the aerial apparatus and heavy rescue; which respond as part
of a first alarm assignment throughout the response area.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Structural brick
2004
Built to current code and essential building
specifications
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Full basement with room for central EMS
supply room.
12,652 square feet
Large, well equipped workout area in basement
Large kitchen/dining area-commercial fixtures. 3
dormitories with 11 partitioned sleeping areas.
Separate restrooms with showers
Meeting/training area. Operations room. Public
reception area
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
Apparatus exhaust system in place
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Figure 52: SVFD South Valley Station (Station 9)
Overview
The SVFD South Valley station is the southernmost SVFD station. The two bay facility houses a single engine
company. The station’s service area is primarily residential, with some areas of wild-land urban interface. The
engine company operates a Type 2 interface engine (structural/wild-land engine) as the primary response
apparatus. Much of the Station 9 service area borders Fire District 8. SVFD and FD 8 have a closest available
unit automatic aid agreement in this area.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Structural brick
2008
Built to current code and essential building
specifications
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Storage is adequate.
7,500 square feet
Exercise area with equipment
Large kitchen/dining area-commercial fixtures. 2
dormitories each with 4 partitioned sleeping areas.
Separate restrooms with showers
Operations room. Public reception area
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place.
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks.
Apparatus exhaust system in place.
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Figure 53: SVFD Greenacres Station (Station 10)
Overview
The Greenacres station is located on Sprague Avenue, a main east west arterial through the city of Spokane
Valley. The station has good access to Interstate 90 and also across the freeway. As with Station 8, the
pumper/ladder company housed at this station is part of the first alarm assignment for multiple stations. The
Greenacres station is well placed to respond into areas outside of their immediate service area. The Battalion 2
battalion chief is also stationed at this station.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Structural brick
2010
Built to current code and essential building
specifications
Yes
Good
Facility is ADA compliant and mixed gender
appropriate. Full basement with room for central EMS
supply room.
8,500 square feet
Exercise area with equipment
Kitchen/dining area-commercial fixtures. 2
dormitories each with 4 partitioned sleeping areas
and a separate sleeping area for BC’s.
Separate restrooms with showers
BC’s office, meeting/training area. Operations room.
Public reception area.
Personal use washer/dryer
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
Apparatus exhaust system in place
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Figure 54: SVFD Training/Shop Facility
Overview
The SVFD training and shop facility is located just south of the Sullivan station on an approximately 3-acre
parcel that allows ample room for training activities around the 5 story training tower. The shop facility is a
three bay building, equipped with lift and overhead crane capabilities.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers
D. Training/meetings/other
E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system
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Masonry-Joisted
1993
NA
Yes
Good
No public access. No living quarters. Shop has storage
area for parts and supplies.
9,496
NA
NA
Separate restrooms in training portion of building and
separate showers.
Large training room equipped with AV equipment. 5
story training tower.
NA
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors.
Doors are equipped with keypad locks. Lot is fenced
with gated access.
Shop area is equipped with an apparatus exhaust
system
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Figure 55: SVFD Administration Building
Overview
The SVFD Administration building is located next to the Pinecroft Fire station. This 2-story building with full
basement was constructed in 2011. The building houses all administrative functions for the fire district.
Including chief officers, administrative assistants, human resources, information services, fire prevention, and
training. Additionally, the Fire District Commissioners public meeting room and executive conference room are
located in the facility. The Commissioners meeting room also serves as a Department meeting room for local
and regional meetings. The building was constructed to meet the FEMA essential building specifications and is
the site of the SVFD network servers. The facility provides adequate storage for district records and is designed
for additional office space as needed. The building is a well-designed, modern facility that will meet the needs
of SVFD for many years.
1. Structure
A. Construction type
B. Date Built
C. Seismic protection/energy audits
D. Auxiliary power
E. Condition
F. Special considerations (American with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA), mixed gender appropriate, storage,
etc.)
2. Square Footage
3. Facilities Available
A. Exercise/workout
B. Kitchen/dormitory
C. Lockers/showers

D. Training/meetings/other

E. Washer/dryer
4. Protection Systems
A. Sprinkler system
B. Smoke detection
C. Security
D. Apparatus exhaust system

Masonry-Joisted
2011
Built to current code and essential building
specifications
Yes
Excellent
The building is ADA compliant. There is storage space
available for FD records. FD network server room in
the basement.
22,000 square feet
Exercise area in the basement
Kitchen/lunch room. No living facilities
Restrooms for public. Restrooms and showers
available for staff
Large public meeting room for board meetings. AV
equipment in meeting room. Smaller meeting rooms
available for staff. Office space for administrative staff
and chief officers. Office space in basement for IT
staff. Public reception area and secured space for
reception staff.
None
Sprinkler system in place
Central smoke and heat detectors
Doors are equipped with keypad locks
NA

Discussion
All twelve of the SVFD facilities were reviewed, including ten operational fire stations, an administration
building, and a training/maintenance facility. In general, all the facilities are well maintained, modern,
and well designed. It is obvious that SVFD takes pride in the appearance and upkeep of their buildings.
The SVFD stations range in age from the mid 1970’s to the present. ESCI was impressed with the efforts
made to upgrade and standardize stations to meet the current and future needs of SVFD. Both new
construction projects and remodeling efforts address current essential facility, ADA, dual gender, and
industry safety and functionality best practice standards.
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SVFD maintains a seven year Capital Facilities Plan that is reviewed annually by administrative staff and
the Board of Fire Commissioners. The current remodeling projects that are in progress at the University
Station (Station 1) and the Otis Orchards Station (Station 4) are part of the current (2013-2019) Capital
Facility Plan. The proposed construction of Station 11 and moving the Liberty Lake Station (Station 3) to
a new location south of Interstate 90 are identified as future needs in the current facility plan; and
property has been purchased for both of these stations. Currently these projects are scheduled to occur
in 2018 (new Station 3 south of I-90) and 2020 (Station 11). A new Capital Facility Plan for 2015-2021 is
approved by the Fire Commissioners, which identifies new capital facility projects. Capital projects are
included in the annual budget; and funded in a capital facilities fund.
Having reviewed the SVFD Capital Facilities Plan, ESCI finds that it is very well developed and inclusive of
laudable foresight. ESCI commends the department for its foresight and encourages the continuation of
the effort.

Apparatus
SVFD maintains a sizeable fleet of response vehicles that are generally newer and clearly well
maintained. The overall condition of the fleet was found to be good to excellent generally. An inventory
of fire apparatus, configuration and condition is provided below.
Figure 56: SVFD Apparatus Inventory
SVFD University Station (Station 1)
Apparatus
Designation
VE-1
VE-12
V-21

Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Structural Engine
Structural Engine
Command (BC)

2007
2004
2010

Seagrave-Marauder
Pierce-Dash
Ford F350 Crew Cab

Good
Good
Good

Minimum
Staffing
3
1

SVFD Millwood Station (Station 2)
Apparatus
Designatio
n
VE-2
V-TRT
V-65

Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Minimum
Staffing

Structural Engine
Technical Rescue Trailer
Support and Tow vehicle for
Technical Rescue Trailer

2006
2007

Seagrave
PJ Carhauler

Good
Good

3
NA

2000

Kenworth T 300

Good

NA

SVFD Liberty Lake Station (Station 3)
Apparatus
Designation
VE-3
VAS-3
V-62
VATV
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Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Structural Engine
Air Trailer
Support and Tow Vehicle
ATV Trailer and ATV

2003
2006
1999
2010

Pierce-Dash
NA
Chev-Suburban
Kawasaki-Mule

Good
Good
Fair
Good

Minimum
Staffing
3
NA
NA
NA
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SVFD Otis Orchards Station (Station 4)
Apparatus
Designation
VE-4
VB-4

Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Structural/Wildland Engine
Wildland Engine

2007
2014

Kenworth-T 300
Ford F550

Good
New-Excellent

Minimum
Staffing
3
Cross-staffed

SVFD Sullivan Station (Station 5)
Apparatus
Designation
VE-5
VW-5
VE-14

Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Structural Engine
Water Rescue Support and
pontoon boat
Structural Engine (Reserve)

2007

Seagrave-Marauder

Good

Minimum
Staffing
3

1990

Ford F350

Good/Fair

NA

1998

Pierce-Dash

Fair

NA

Condition

Minimum
Staffing

SVFD Edgecliff Station (Station 6)
Apparatus
Designation

Type

Year

Make / Model

VE-6

Structural Engine

2012

KME

VB-6

Wildland Engine

2002

Ford F550

Excellent to
Good
Good

3
NA

SVFD Evergreen Station (Station 7)
Apparatus
Designation

Type

Year

Make / Model

VE-7

Structural Engine

2010

KME

VE-13

Structural Engine (Reserve)

1999

Pierce-Dash

Condition
Excellent to
Good
Fair

Minimum
Staffing
3
NA

SVFD Pinecroft Station (Station 8)
Apparatus
Designation

Type

VL-8

Pumper/Aerial
(105’ Quint)

2001

Pierce-Dash

VR-8

Heavy Rescue

2011

KME

VW-8

Water Rescue Support
(2 Kayaks)

1999

Chev-Suburban

Year

Make / Model

Condition
Good to Fair
(To be
refurbished2015 or 2016)
Excellent to
Good
Fair

Minimum
Staffing
3

3
NA
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SVFD South Valley Station (Station 9)
Apparatus
Designation
VE-9
VCOM
VCOM

Type

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Structural/Wildland Engine
Communications Trailer
Support/Tow Vehicle

2007
1999
2008

Kenworth-T 300
Featherlite
Ford F250 Crew Cab

Good
Good
Good

Minimum
Staffing
3
NA
NA

SVFD Greenacres Station (Station 10)
Apparatus
Designation
VL-10
V-22
VB-10
VL-1

Type
Pumper/Aerial
(75’ Quint)
Command Vehicle (BC)
Wildland Engine
Pumper/Aerial (Reserve)
(65’ Quint)

Year

Make / Model

Condition

Minimum
Staffing

2007

Seagrave

Good

3

2009
2013

Ford F250 Crew Cab
Ford F550

Good
Good

1
Cross staffed

1995

Pierce-Lance

Fair

NA

Discussion
ESCI observed the SVFD vehicles to be well maintained and in good to excellent condition generally. As
with the SVFD facilities, ESCI was impressed with the appearance and general condition of the
department’s apparatus. SVFD is fortunate to have a well-equipped shop facility and a staff of three
emergency vehicle technician (EVT) certified mechanics. Note that expansion of the SVFD shop facility is
listed as a possible capital improvement in the 2015-2021 Capital Facilities Plan.
The deputy chief of support services, the fleet operations supervisor, and the Apparatus Committee
(consisting of line and staff personnel) are responsible for making recommendations concerning
apparatus needs and standardization. This group uses National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
guidelines, state laws, the SVFD Standard of Cover, and industry best practices to guide their
recommendations. Again, as with the capital facilities plan, the 2013-2019 Apparatus Replacement Plan
is well developed and demonstrates foresight. The plan insures that SVFD apparatus are designed and
equipped to meet the current and future needs of the department.
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Service Delivery and Performance
The delivery of fire suppression, rescue and emergency medical services is no more effective than the
sum of its parts. It requires efficient notification of an emergency and rapid response from well-located
facilities in appropriate apparatus with a sufficient number of well-trained personnel following a wellpracticed plan of action.
Following the recommendations of the Center for Public Safety Excellence/Commission on Fire
Accreditation International (CPSE/CFAI), SVFD has written a Standards of Cover (SOC) document. ESCI
reviewed this document and found the SOC to be accurate and very thorough. The department
appropriately incorporates the findings in the SOC into operational and planning decisions that affect its
service delivery and performance. In this portion of the report, ESCI uses information from the 2014
update of the SOC to review and make observations concerning service delivery and performance.

Service Demand
The demand analysis, reviews current and historical service demand by incident type and temporal
variation. GIS software is used to provide a geographic display of demand within the study area. The
following figure demonstrates historical service demand for the last five full calendar years.
Figure 57: SVFD Historical Service Demand, 2009-2013
14,000
13,000
12,000
11,000
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Annual Incidents

10,965

10,924

11,242

12,023

12,861

Annual % Change

0

-0.4%

2.9%

6.9%

7.0%

-1.0%

The figure above demonstrates that SVFD service demand was relatively flat in 2009 through 2011.
Demand increased at a higher rate in 2012 and 2013. Overall, service demand has increased by 17.3
percent from 2009 through 2013.
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The figure below summarizes 2009 through 2013 service demand by incident category.
Figure 58: SVFD Incidents by Category, 2009-2013
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Percentage of Total
Incidents, 2009-2013

Fire

Other

EMS

7.0%

7.3%

85.8%

This figure summarizes 2009 through 2013 demand by incident category. In the figure above, “Fire”
refers to any incident coded as a fire in the incident data. The “EMS” category includes all calls for
medical service including Motor Vehicle Accidents and rescue incidents; and the “Other” category refers
to incidents such as hazmat, false alarms, service calls, or weather related incidents. Examination of the
historical incident data reveals that “EMS” service demand increased by 18.9 percent, “Fires” increased
by 11.2 percent, and “Other” incidents by 6.1 percent during this 5 year period. The overall percentage
of service demand by incident category demonstrates that EMS incidents represent the preponderance
of the department’s service demand. This reflects a nationwide trend for fire jurisdictions such as SVFD
that provide EMS service in their service area.

Temporal Variation
It is also useful to evaluate service demand temporally in order to determine if there are specific trends
during certain periods where staffing can be modified to better fit the demand. The following figures
display 2013 service demand within the study area; summarized by month, day, and time of day.
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Figure 59: SVFD Service Demand by Month, July 2013 to July 2014
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Service demand fluctuates within a range of approximately 1.5 percent throughout the year.
Figure 60: SVFD Service Demand by Day of the Week, July 2013 to July 2014
16%
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8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

As with monthly demand, SVFD service demand by day of the week is relatively consistent throughout
the week. The range is less than two percent, between the highest demand (Mondays) and the lowest
demand (Sundays).
The final look at service demand by temporal variation examines workload by hour of the day. The data
displays a distinct bell curve that closely follows typical human activity patterns. Nearly 65 percent of
SVFD service demand for the time period displayed occurred between 0800 in the morning and 2000 in
the evening.
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Figure 61: SVFD Service Demand by Hour of the Day, July 2013 to July 2014
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Service demand directly correlates with the activity of people, with workload increasing during daytime
hours and decreasing during nighttime hours. Incident activity is at its highest between 1000 and 2000.
There is a significant and predictable increase in service demand during the day. This provides an
opportunity for SVFD to anticipate increased workload and improve response performance by deploying
additional apparatus to address periods of peak activity.
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Geographic Service Demand
Using incident location data provided by the regional dispatch center (CCC), SVFD tracks geographic
service demand using a one sixteenth mile grid. The figure below demonstrates the geographic
distribution of incidents from July 2013 to July 2014, throughout the SVFD service area.
Figure 62: SVFD Geographic Service Demand, July 2013 to July 2014

The greatest demand for SVFD services occurs in the core area of Spokane Valley. Appropriately, this
corresponds to the area with the highest concentration of SVFD resources.
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Resource Distribution
The SVFD service area encompasses approximately 75 square miles. The district includes the city of
Spokane Valley, City of Liberty Lake, City of Millwood, and unincorporated portions of Spokane County.
Note there is a small portion of Spokane Valley that is inside Spokane County Fire District #8, south of
the SVFD boundary.
Figure 63: SVFD Service Area

The figure above displays the SVFD service area and neighboring fire jurisdictions. Interstate 90 and the
Spokane River transect the district. Stations are appropriately located to minimize the impact of these
barriers to street network interconnectivity and travel routes through the district.
The figure below uses 2010 US Census Bureau data to demonstrate population density throughout the
SVFD service area.
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Figure 64: Population Density

The total population of the district is 120,073 (April 2014, OFM estimate). The population is distributed
as follows:


City of Spokane Valley-92,050



City of Liberty Lake-8,675



City of Millwood-1,785



Unincorporated Spokane County-17,563

SVFD follows CPSE/CFAI Standards of Cover guidelines and classifies the district as “Suburban”, with an
overall population density of approximately 1,586 per square mile. The highest population density
occurs in the City of Spokane Valley. Millwood is predominantly high density. Eight of the fire stations
are located in or around the most densely populated areas within the service area. Note that the
population of the City of Liberty Lake has nearly doubled since the city was incorporated in 2003.
Further discussion of population growth occurs later in the Future Demand section of this report.
The Washington Survey and Rating Bureau (WSRB) is a statewide insurance industry organization that
evaluates fire protection for communities across Washington. A jurisdiction’s WSRB rating is an
important factor when considering fire station and apparatus distribution since it can affect the cost of
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fire insurance for fire district residents and businesses. To receive maximum credit for station and
apparatus distribution, WSRB recommends that all “built upon” areas in a community be within 1.5 road
miles of an engine company. Additionally, a structure should be within five miles of a fire station to
receive any fire protection rating for insurance purposes. In the following figures, ESCI examines SVFD
fire facility distribution by WSRB distance criteria over the existing road network.
Figure 65: SVFD Engine Company Distribution-WSRB Criteria

Approximately 57 percent of the road network in the study area is within 1.5 miles of a SVFD station.
With the exception of the Green Ridge Drive area, the entire SVFD road network is 5 miles or less from a
SVFD fire station. SVFD is currently rated as a Class 3 fire department (Class 1 represents exemplary fire
protection) throughout the entire district.
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Figure 66: SVFD Ladder Company (Aerial Apparatus) Distribution-WSRB Criteria

The SVFD truck companies (aerial apparatus) are placed appropriately to serve the portions of the
district with the highest number of commercial and multi-story buildings. Both stations have good
access throughout the balance of the study area.
The WSRB criteria primarily address fire suppression activities, and are primarily concerned with the
geographic coverage of property. Of equal importance is the travel time required to respond from a fire
station to a call for service. The analysis in the following figure is travel time over the current road
network. Travel time is calculated using the posted speed limit and adjusted for negotiating turns, nonconnected travel routes, and intersections.
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Figure 67: SVFD Travel Time Capability

Travel time is measured at four, six, and eight minutes travel. SVFD has established a travel time goal
(first unit on scene) for emergency incidents of six minutes (measured at the 90th percentile) in their
adopted Standards of Cover (SOC) document. GIS analysis reveals that approximately 96 percent of the
road network within the service area is within six minutes or less travel from a fire station. The number
and distribution of resources is such that the department is capable of meeting the stated travel time
goal of six minutes within the service area. Nearly 100 percent of July 2013 to July 2014 emergency
incidents occurred within 6 minutes travel of a SVFD fire station.

Resource Concentration
Standard firefighting procedures call for the arrival of the entire initial assignment (sufficient apparatus
and personnel to effectively combat a fire based on the level of risk) within a certain amount of time.
This is to ensure that enough personnel and apparatus arrive soon enough to be effective in controlling
a fire before substantial damage occurs. In this analysis, ESCI examines the ability of SVFD to assemble
multiple resources across the study area.
The following figure shows the concentration of SVFD stations available within eight minutes travel.
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Figure 68: SVFD Station Concentration

The majority of the SVFD service area is within eight minutes travel of three or more fire stations. A
portion of the more rural area east of Station 4 is only served by two stations in eight minutes. The
proposed move of Station 3 and the construction of Station 11 will increase the concentration of
resources in the eastern portions of the SVFD service area. These changes are discussed further in the
Future Options section of this report.
The next figure uses the current minimum staffing level to demonstrate the concentration of personnel
available in eight minutes travel from multiple SVFD stations.
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Figure 69: SVFD Personnel Concentration

The SVFD SOC calls for an effective response force (ERF) of 14 personnel for a full first alarm assignment
for a structure fire. The 2013 update to the SOC document shows that the 90th percentile performance
for the arrival of the full first alarm at a structure fire was 13 minutes 48 seconds (receipt of alarm at
CCC + turnout time + travel time) of 14 personnel).
This figure illustrates that while SVFD can assemble adequate personnel in the portions of the service
area with the highest service demand; extended travel time into the more rural portions of the district
affects the assembly of an ERF. This can affect the outcome of emergency incidents requiring more
apparatus and personnel. The use of mutual and automatic aid resources can increase the concentration
of resources and the effectiveness of emergency operations. Mutual aid resources available within eight
minutes travel are discussed later in the service delivery analysis.

Response Reliability
The workload of emergency response units can be a factor in response time performance. Concurrent
incidents or the amount of time individual units are committed to an incident can affect a jurisdiction’s
ability to muster sufficient resources to respond to additional emergencies.
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Unit hour utilization (UHU) describes the amount of time that a unit is not available for response
because it is already committed to another incident. The larger the number, the greater its utilization
and the less available it is for assignment to subsequent calls for service. The following figure analyzes
the total time SVFD apparatus were committed to an incident from July 2013 to July 2014 and expresses
this as a percentage of the total year. Extended responses such as state mobilization responses and
other data outliers have been removed from the data set.
Figure 70: SVFD Unit Hour Utilization (UHU), July 2013 to July 2014

Apparatus

Total Time
Committed

Average
Time
Committed

UHU Rate

Brush 6
Brush 10
Engine 1
Engine 2
Engine 3
Engine 4
Engine 5
Engine 6
Engine 7
Engine 9
Ladder 10
Ladder 8
Rescue 8
Valley 21
Valley 22

14:49:45
39:17:19
780:47:10
510:05:45
507:58:47
254:42:38
475:02:18
622:06:26
906:18:08
411:09:09
488:16:13
302:20:21
620:24:25
237:59:53
193:26:13

1:08:27
1:52:15
0:23:15
0:25:37
0:29:39
0:32:02
0:25:59
0:25:43
0:23:18
0:27:21
0:24:53
0:30:11
0:24:53
0:40:41
0:44:38

0.17%
0.45%
8.91%
5.82%
5.80%
2.91%
5.42%
7.10%
10.35%
4.69%
5.57%
3.45%
7.08%
2.72%
2.21%

SVFD responded to approximately 13,000 incidents during the time period displayed. The overall
average time committed to an incident was 27 minutes. The UHU rate is calculated by dividing the total
time committed by the total number of hours in the year (for 24 hour staffed apparatus) and expressed
as a percentage. The larger the number, the greater an apparatus’s utilization and the less available it is
for assignment to subsequent calls for service. Engine 1 and Engine 7 display the highest UHU rates for
SVFD apparatus.
The CPSE/CFAI Standards of Cover, 8th Edition suggests that UHU rates in the range of 25 to 30 percent
for fire and ems units can lead to employee burnout issues; and can negatively affect station and unit
reliability. Currently UHU rates in the study area do not exceed these levels. Note that as unit hour
utilization increases, not only are units less available for emergency responses; but also less likely to
complete other duties, such as inspections, training, public education, and maintenance. ESCI
recommends that SVFD monitor unit hour utilization to ensure that response performance and other
duties are not negatively affected.
Simultaneous or concurrent incidents can affect a fire department’s ability to muster sufficient
resources to respond to additional emergencies.
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The figure below demonstrates the percentage of concurrent incidents experienced by SVFD from July
2013 to July 2014.
Figure 71: SVFD Concurrent Incidents, July 2013 to July 2014

Concurrent Incidents

Percentage

Single Incident
2
3
4
5
6 or More

12.66%
30.94%
32.74%
16.22%
5.57%
1.87%

Over 87 percent of SVFD incidents occurred while another incident was in progress. Nearly 33 percent of
the time, there were at least three incidents occurring simultaneously somewhere in the SVFD service
area. Concurrent incidents and unit workload can negatively affect response performance. With 10
stations in service, SVFD is currently able to muster adequate resources to deal with concurrent
incidents. However, as service demand increases, SVFD will need to increase staffing or institute
alternative staffing models to maintain satisfactory response performance.

Response Performance
In the performance summary, ESCI reviews response performance data from the 2014 update to the
SVFD Standard of Cover. The department’s Standard of Cover document provides extensive
documentation of all aspects of response performance. SVFD follows the Center for Public Safety
Excellence and the Commission on Fire Accreditation (CPSE/CFAI) recommendations for recording and
documenting total response time performance (receipt of emergency request to first unit on scene).
The continuum, that is, the time between when the caller dials 9-1-1 and when assistance arrives, is
comprised of several different components:


Processing Time – The amount of time between when a dispatcher answers the 9-1-1 call and
resources are dispatched.



Turnout Time – The amount of time between when units are notified of the incident and when
they are in route.



Travel Time – The amount of time the responding unit actually spends on the road to the
incident.

Total Response Time – Total Response Time equals the combination of “Processing Time”, “Turnout
Time”, and “Travel Time”.
Call Processing Time
In Spokane County, the Spokane County 911 Operations Center serves as the public safety answering
point (PSAP) for 911 emergency calls. A call taker at the center determines the nature of the emergency
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and passes the call for assistance on to the appropriate dispatch center. The PSAP center is currently
installing software to be able to record and report alarm processing time.
Calls for fire department services are passed to the Combined Communications Center (CCC), operated
by the City of Spokane Fire Department. Dispatchers at CCC are responsible for dispatching the
appropriate fire apparatus to an emergency. CCC reports that in 2013, their call processing time was 52
seconds-measured at the 90th percentile. SVFD includes CCC call processing time in total response time
measurements. Industry best practices call for processing times of 60 seconds for emergency incidents.
Turnout Time
Turnout time is one area of the overall response time that field personnel have at least some ability to
control, given proper facilities that allow for rapid and efficient movement of personnel.
The following figure illustrates the SVFD turnout time performance for 2011 through 2013.
Figure 72: SVFD Turnout Time Performance, 2011-2013

2011
2012
2013

Fire/MV
Turnout Day

Fire/MV
Turnout Night

EMS Turnout
Day

EMS Turnout
Night

2:41
2:34
2:44

3:18
3:04
3:13

1:34
1:34
1:38

2:25
2:24
2:30

SVFD turnout time performance has improved from the baseline performance published in the current
SOC; but still exceeds industry standards of 60 seconds for EMS emergencies and 80 seconds for fire
emergencies. ESCI notes that SVFD turnout time performance compares favorably to that of similar fire
jurisdictions. The SVFD SOC identifies turnout time performance as an area for improvement.
Travel Time
Travel time is potentially the longest component of total response time. The distance between the fire
station and the location of the emergency influences total response time the most. The quality and
connectivity of streets, traffic congestion, and geography all play crucial roles in travel time.
The figure below demonstrates SVFD baseline travel time performance.
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Figure 73: SVFD Travel Time Performance, 2007-2009 Baseline

SVFD Travel Time Performance-First Apparatus on Scene
EMS
Fire
Station 1
04:27
04:51
Station 2
05:13
06:13
Station 3
06:48
09:10
Station 4
06:47
07:43
Station 5
06:20
06:49
Station 6
05:16
05:11
Station 7
04:55
05:11
Station 8
04:55
04:27
Station 9
05:12
05:13
Station 10
05:38
05:01
Department
05:22
05:52
Wide
SVFD covers an area of approximately 75 square miles. Planning and forethought by department leaders
has enabled SVFD to locate stations in a manner that minimizes the amount of time required to travel to
an emergency incident. Industry standards such as NFPA 171011 call for travel time performance of 4
minutes (90th Percentile) for the first arriving apparatus at fire or EMS emergencies. SVFD travel time
exceeds this standard. However, given the size and diverse nature of the SVFD service area, ESCI regards
SVFD travel time performance as good. The department uses CCC data and GIS analysis to identify travel
time issues and areas for improvement.
Total Response Time
Total response time is the sum of “call processing time” + “turnout time” + travel time. By tracking all of
the individual components of total response time, SVFD is to identify and correct specific deficiencies.
The next two figures demonstrate SVFD total response time performance for EMS and Fire emergency
incidents from 2011 through 2013, measured at the 90th percentile.

11

NFPA 1710, Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency
Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments (National Fire
Protection Association 2010).
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Figure 74: SVFD Response Time Performance, EMS Incidents

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station L8/R8
Station 9
Station 10
Department
wide

SVFD First Apparatus on Scene-EMS
2011
2012
06:41
06:19
07:23
06:48
09:25
08:14
08:57
09:12
08:29
08:31
06:55
07:40
06:39
06:34
L-06:54/R-07:13
L-06:51/R-07:12
06:55
06:26
06:59
06:38
07:30

07:22

2013
06:33
07:07
06:43
09:17
08:53
06:59
06:30
L-07:47/R-07:08
06:38
06:45
07:20

Figure 75: Response Time Performance, Fire Incidents (Structural)

Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station L8/R8
Station 9
Station 10
Department
wide

SVFD First Apparatus on Scene-Fire
2011
2012
8:19
7:12
7:23
7:55
10:45
10:49
9:28
9:20
9:43
9:59
7:58
8:25
7:34
6:37
L 08:22/R 08:22
L 09:13/R 06:04
7:03
5:57
9:23
7:32
8:44

7:59

2013
7:07
8:46
9:28
11:20
7:50
8:17
8:58
L 08:17/ R16:05
7:48
8:00
8:22

As seen in the figures above, overall department-wide response performance improved from 2011 to
2013. Current 90th percentile response performance has improved over the 2008-2010 baselines.
SVFD tracks response performance for each station, as well as department wide response performance
for the arrival of the first apparatus. In addition, the SOC reports total response performance for the first
ALS apparatus, wild-land fires, technical rescue responses, and hazardous material responses. Response
performance is measured for the first apparatus on scene and the arrival of an effective response force,
as defined for each incident category in the SOC.
Overall SVFD response performance is found to meet community expectations and appears to have
improved over the 2008-2010 baseline values.
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Mutual and Automatic Aid Systems
Communities have traditionally forged limited agreements to share resources under circumstances of
extreme emergencies or disasters. These agreements, known as mutual aid agreements, allow one
community to request the resources of another in order to mitigate an emergency situation or disaster
that threatens lives or property.
Automatic aid takes the process an additional step further by spelling out certain circumstances under
which one or more community’s specific resources will respond automatically upon notification of a
reported incident in the neighboring community. In essence, automatic aid agreements expand a
community’s initial first alarm response to certain types of incidents by adding resources from a
neighbor to that response protocol. Typically, such agreements are for specific geographic areas where
the neighbor’s resource can be expected to have a reasonable response time and are for only specific
types of incidents. One primary purpose of mutual or automatic aid agreements is to improve the
regional application of resources and staffing. Cooperative efforts between jurisdictions can be used
effectively to bolster a community’s fire protection resources or to reduce unnecessary redundancy and
overlap between communities. The figure below summarizes the number of times SVFD gave or
received mutual or automatic aid from July 2013 to July 2014.
Figure 76: SVFD Mutual/Automatic Aid, July 2013 to July 2014

SVFD Mutual Aid
Mutual and Automatic
Aid Given
Mutual and Automatic
Aid Received

46
33

SVFD participates in the regional mutual aid plan, which covers all of Spokane County and portions of
Kootenai County Idaho. In addition, the department has automatic aid agreements with all of the fire
jurisdictions adjacent to SVFD. The next figure demonstrates the mutual/automatic aid resources within
eight minutes travel.
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Figure 77: SVFD Mutual Aid With-in Eight Minutes Travel

SVFD participates in Spokane County and Kootenai County, Idaho mutual aid and limited automatic aid
agreements with Spokane Fire Department and Spokane County Fire District 9. SVFD and Spokane
County Fire District #8 have enhanced cooperative efforts, with a dropped border, closest unit, dispatch
agreement for both districts entire service areas. Automatic aid areas are defined in the CCC dispatch
protocols. Current automatic aid agreement discussions are occurring with SVFD, Spokane Fire, District 9
and Kootenai County Fire and Rescue. ESCI encourages the department to continue pursuing
cooperative efforts with neighboring jurisdictions, which will enhance the service provided to its
patrons.

Incident Control and Management
SVFD uses the Incident Command System (ICS) for tactical incident management and the National
Incident Management System (NIMS) as their standard management protocol. These methodologies for
managing emergency incidents are widely accepted industry standards and are incorporated
appropriately into the emergency and daily operations.
The Safety and Operations Manual addresses the use of the incident command system on emergency
scenes. ICS training is included in the annual training schedule. An emergency scene accountability
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system is utilized to insure firefighter safety and accountability. SVFD effectively utilizes the ICS and
NIMS for emergency and non-emergency operations.
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Future System Demand Projections
In this section, ESCI projects and analyzes future system demand in the SVFD service area. Future
demand is largely dependent on changes over time to population, demographics, economics, and the
local infrastructure. This analysis utilizes data from the US Census Bureau, the Washington Office of
Financial Management (OFM), comprehensive planning documents from jurisdictions within the SVFD
service area, and the Spokane Regional Transportation Council Horizon 2040 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan.

Population History
Using the official 2014 OFM population estimate, ESCI estimates the total population of the SVFD service
area as 120,073. The population is distributed as follows:


City of Spokane Valley-92,050



City of Liberty Lake-8,675



City of Millwood-1,785



Unincorporated Spokane County-17,563

The following figure illustrates historical population change in Spokane County from 1980 to 2010.
Figure 78: Spokane County Population History, US Census Data 1980-2010
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This figure demonstrates the change in population within Spokane County over the last three decades.
Overall, the population of Spokane County increased by nearly 38 percent during this time period.
The figure below demonstrates the population growth rate for the jurisdictions served by SVFD during
the last 10 years.
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Figure 79: Jurisdictional Population Growth-SVFD Service Area, 2004 through 2014
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The average annual growth rate (AAGR) for all jurisdictions for the last ten years is 2.01 percent. Liberty
Lake has experienced the highest AAGR during this time period- 5.23 percent. Population grew at an
AAGR of 0.87 percent in Millwood and Spokane Valley. After decreasing during the economic downturn
that started in 2007, the overall AAGR has been increasing since 2011.

Population Projections
The Washington State Growth Management Act (Chapter 36.70A, RCW) authorizes the Washington OFM
to produce a range of population forecasts at the county level.
The following figure displays the 2012 OFM population forecast for Spokane County.
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Figure 80: OFM Population Forecast for Spokane County, 2010-2040
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The OFM population forecasts are used by city and county planners to coordinate planning for growth
within their respective jurisdictions. Figure 80 displays three different population forecasts for Spokane
County. The overall population of the county is projected to increase from a low of just over 500,000 to
a high of over 760,000 by 2040.
In the following figure, ESCI applies the OFM “Moderate Growth” population forecast to the current
population of the SVFD service area to present a view of population change in SVFD through 2040.
Figure 81: SVFD Population Projection, 2015 Through 2040
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This figure demonstrates that although the average annual population growth rate decreases over time;
the total population within the service area continues to increase. Using the Office of Financial Manage
forecast, the SVFD service area population is forecast to increase to over 147,500 by 2040. This
represents an increase of nearly 23 percent.

Service Demand Projections
In evaluating the deployment of facilities, resources, and staffing, it is imperative consideration be given
to potential changes, such as population growth, that can directly affect emergency workload. Changes
in service demand may require changes and adjustments in the deployment of staffing and capital assets
in order to maintain acceptable levels of performance. For the purposes of this study, ESCI uses the
population forecast presented above and multiplies this by a per capita incident rate derived from
historical service demand for 2013. This analysis provides a picture of potential service demand through
2040, based on population growth in SVFD. The results are displayed in the following figure.
Figure 82: SVFD Projected Service Demand, 2015 Through 2040
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Based on projected population growth, SVFD can expect to see an increasing demand for fire
department services. In Figure 82, ESCI also summarized projected service demand by incident category.
Fires (includes all types of fires) demonstrate the lowest rate of increase. This reflects a national trend
and can be attributed to improvements in building codes and fire prevention over the last several
decades. EMS is expected to continue to be the predominant factor affecting service demand. Other
(includes hazmat, alarm sounding, and service calls) incidents not involving actual fires are predicted to
increase in part due to the use of automatic alarm systems; which decrease the number of actual fires,
but increase service demand. Note that the figure above is based purely on projected population
growth. As discussed in the Demand Analysis, SVFD service demand grew by approximately seven
percent between 2012 and 2013. Current data for 2014, seems to indicate that service demand will
exceed 13,000 calls for service in 2014.
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It is not the intent of this study to be a definitive authority for the projection of future population in the
service area but rather to base recommendations for future fire protection needs on a reasonable
association with projected service demand. Since population growth and human activity is a primary
driver of emergency service demand, it is important to have a projection of the future size of the
community. Although population projections can vary, and may change over time, it is clear that SVFD
will continue to be an emergency service provider to a growing population. Planning should begin now
to maintain the resources needed to meet the continuing demand for services.

Community Risk Analysis
SVFD has developed a comprehensive matrix of factors to measure and predict community risk
throughout the service area. Multiple factors are used to assign risk to the areas. The factors considered
include:


Residential building density



Assessed value



Commercial occupancy code



Commodities transportation



Water supply availability



Fire flow

Each of the elements listed above are assigned a value and an aggregate value is assigned to each geocode area. The result of this process is a GIS map illustrating relative community risk throughout the
service area.
The next figure is extracted from the SVFD SOC Appendix.
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Figure 83: SVFD SOC Accumulated Risk Map

Using the data displayed above, SVFD is able to identify areas within the service area that may require
additional resources due to the nature of risk. The methodology used to develop the risk analysis is
documented in the SVFD SOC. In addition to the risk matrix, SVFD has developed Hazard Planning Zones
based on the first due response area for each of the SVFD stations. These hazard zones are described in
the Standard of Cover document and contain information on target hazards, routine fire and non-fire
risks, the nature of the area (residential, commercial, industrial, etc…), and the overall population
density of the hazard zone.
The risk analysis documented in the SVFD SOC is comprehensive and well thought out. ESCI encourages
the department to continue using this methodology to map and update community risk in the service
area.
Future Community Risk
As discussed in the Future Service Demand section of this report, the population and service demand in
SVFD is sure to increase over time. It is important to consider how future growth will change the nature
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and location of risk throughout the service area. The figure below displays projected population growth
in the three incorporated cities and the portions of Spokane County served by SVFD.
Figure 84: Population Forecast-Jurisdictions within SVFD

Jurisdiction
Liberty Lake
Millwood
Spokane Valley
Unincorporated
SVFD

2010
Pop
7,591
1,786
89,755

2040
Pop
17,783
2,097
109,626

Total %
Change
134.26%
17.41%
22.14%

4.48%
0.58%
0.74%

16,363

20,591

25.84%

0.86%

AAGR

The data used in this figure is derived from the Spokane Regional Transportation Council (SRTC) Horizon
2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Liberty Lake demonstrates the greatest change in total
population and the highest annual average growth rate (AAGR). Millwood displays the lowest change in
population and AAGR. SVFD leaders should expect service demand to increase at a higher rate in Liberty
Lake than other portions of the service area.
The Washington State Growth Management Act (GMA) of 1990 stipulates growth will occur within city
limits and urban growth areas around a city before moving into rural, underserved areas.
The following figure illustrates the urban growth areas within the SVFD service area.
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Figure 85: SVFD Urban Growth Areas

The Spokane Valley, Liberty Lake, and Millwood urban growth areas (UGA) are for the most part
contained in the current city limits of the three municipalities. The GMA ensures that the majority of the
projected population growth displayed in Figure 84 will occur as a result of infill and redevelopment
inside the municipalities and urban growth area within SVFD.
Historically, department leadership has done an excellent job of anticipating development and growth
with which to site station locations in the service area. ESCI finds that the planned move of Station 3 and
the construction of Station 11 will mitigate the effects of increased activity and growth in Liberty Lake
and the area inside the UGA between Stations 4 and 5. SVFD is encouraged to continue to participate
actively in the regional comprehensive planning process.
The changing demographics of the population served also play an important role in future changes in
the nature of risk found in the service area. EMS service demand has been identified as the principal
driver of current and future service demand not only in SVFD, but nationally. National medical industry
studies suggest that the patients over 65 years of age are three times more likely to access local
emergency services than other age groups. The Washington Office of Financial Management (OFM)
2012 population projection reveals that nearly 13 percent of the 2010 population was over 65 years of
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age. By 2040, that percentage is projected to increase to over 21 percent. The doubling effect of the
general increase in population and the additional increase in the over 65 population will have a
substantial impact on service delivery distribution, workload, and system reliability in SVFD.
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Future Delivery System Modeling
While the foregoing sections of this report focus primarily on the conditions that currently exist within
the Spokane Valley Fire Department, the intent of this study is to combine that evaluation with a look
into the future and provide policy makers with information necessary to carry the system forward over
the next 10 to 20 years. This portion of the report provides recommendations related to the deployment
of facilities, apparatus and personnel with a focus on future service delivery and an improvement in
overall efficiency within the system.

DEVELOPMENT OF RESPONSE STANDARDS AND TARGETS
ESCI emphasizes the importance of response standards and targets. Once established, these standards
establish measurable goals for service delivery, which then form the baseline for the deployment of
resources. Response standards must be developed by the individual community and balanced against
the financial aspect of what a community is able and willing to afford.
Standards of Cover
SVFD employs a Standards of Cover (SOC) document, following the guidelines of The Center for Public
Safety Excellence/Commission of Fire Accreditation International (CPSE/CFAI) Standards of Cover, 8th
Edition. A Standards of Cover document describes the deployment or coverage for a given community
or service area. A SOC document includes community risk assessment, fire station location, fire company
distribution, fire company staffing, fire flow, and response time performance goals and analysis.
ESCI reviewed the SVFD Standards of Cover document and found that the document addresses all of the
components of a SOC mentioned in the previous paragraph. As discussed in the Service Delivery
Analysis, Spokane Valley Fire Department appropriately uses the findings and goals in the SOC into
operational and planning decisions that affect service delivery within the SVFD service area.
Response Standards and Targets
The current SVFD Standards of Cover document establishes goals and reports current performance for
the following incident categories:


Structure Fire: First apparatus on scene and Effective Response Force (ERF)



Wildland Fire: First apparatus on scene and Effective Response Force (ERF)



EMS: First apparatus (medically equipped) on scene and First Advanced Life Support (ALS)
apparatus on scene



Technical Rescue: First apparatus on scene and Effective Response Force (ERF)



HazMat Response: First apparatus on scene and Effective Response Force (ERF)

The SVFD SOC performance standards define an effective response force for each incident type and the
critical tasking for each. The performance standards provide for the effective initiation of critical tasks
and function.
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Population Based Risk Zones
As discussed in the Service Delivery Analysis, SVFD has characterized the overall community risk for the
service area as a “Suburban” area; based on the CPSE/CFAI population density criteria. This
characterization is correct, based the overall population density of the service area. However, given the
size and diverse nature of the service area, a single classification, may not accurately reflect the nature
of risk, or the community expectations, within certain portions of the district.
The CPSE/CFAI SOC guidelines state that “service areas can and should be divided by population
density”. It is important to note that the risk zones should not be a checkerboard of service
expectations. Risk zones need to be larger areas with similar risks or risks that can be mitigated with
similar resources.
In the following figure, ESCI provides an example of possible risk management zones based on
population density for the SVFD service area.
Figure 86: Possible SVFD Risk Management Zones
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The risk management zones displayed above are classified according to the following CPSE/CFAI
recommendations:


Urban: Incorporated or unincorporated area with a population of over 30,000 people and/or a
population density of over 2,000 per people per square mile.



Suburban: Incorporated or unincorporated area with a population of 10,000 to 29,999 and/or
any area with a population density of 1,000 to 2,000 people per square mile.



Rural: Incorporated or unincorporated area with a population of less than 10,000, or with a
population density of less than 1,000 people per square mile.

The 2014 Washington OFM population estimates for the study area are used to calculate population
density within the study area. Note that it is important to continue to track population growth and
change within management zones. For example, the projected population growth in Liberty Lake will
necessitate reclassifying that city as an urban risk zone at some time in the future.
ESCI finds that the response performance standards and targets documented in the SVFD Standards of
Cover document are thorough and demonstrate that SVFD has the information and expertise necessary
to develop response standards for each of the risk management zones discussed previously.
ESCI recommends that the department further define risk management zones based on urban,
suburban, and rural classifications. ESCI also recommends that SVFD report and record response
performance for each of the risk classifications discussed. Following these recommendations will sustain
the department’s efforts to follow industry best practices and most importantly, enhances its ability to
maintain the high level of service currently provided to its constituents.
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Short and Mid-Term Strategies
The previous sections of this report detail a considerable volume of observations and recommendations
relating to SVFFD management and operations. The process of understanding, prioritizing and
implementing the recommended enhancements can be daunting, simply due to the amount of work
that may be involved. The following discussion identifies and defines a number of additional short and
mid-term priorities that ESCI has identified as the important as the organization moves forward.

Improve Financial Sustainability
SVFD elected officials, leadership, and staff expressed varying levels of concern about the degree to
which the department must depend on periodic voter approval of funding, absent a fixed funding base.
The following discussion outlines potential strategies to mitigate SVFD’s dependence on a voter
approved Maintenance and Operation (M&O) levy.
In 2012, 67.59% of SVFD voters approved a three year levy of $16,400,000 per year, or approximately
$1.70 per $1,000 of assessed value, to be collected in 2013, 2014 and 2015. In 2014, this M&O levy
provided 52% of SVFD’s operating budget. The M&O levy requires 60% voter approval and must be
approved by voters periodically. Potential strategies to mitigate the dependence on this voter approved
levy are presented below.
Expenses
 Deferred Compensation: SVFD’s labor contracts provide an employer match for employee
contributions to a deferred compensation plan. The contract with the IAFF Local 876 calls for
SVFD to match up to 4.3% of the top step Firefighter’s base monthly wage. The contract with the
Battalion Chiefs Local 3701 calls for SVFD to match up to 2.8% of the shift Battalion Chief’s
wage. SVFD’s 2014 budget includes $574,000 in deferred compensation or 3.0% of budgeted
wages and salaries. The employer match for deferred compensation appears high relative to our
experience with other agencies.
 Contingency: SVFD’s 2014 budget includes a Commissioners Contingency in the amount of
$296,600. While this represents less than 1% of the SVFD budget, it represents 1.8% of the SVFD
Maintenance and Operations levy. SVFD has reserves that could be used to pay for
unanticipated expenses and limit the need to include a contingency in its annual budget.
 Capital Improvement/Equipment Replacement: Between 2010 and 2013, SVFD spent over $10
million on capital facilities and equipment or an average of approximately $2.5 million per year.
We have not evaluated these expenditures relative to SVFD’s total assets or asset condition.
However, the magnitude of the recent expenditures would suggest the potential for smaller
expenditures into the future.
 Debt Expense: SVFD will fully pay off its debt in 2014 and, unless it enters into new debt
obligations, will have no debt expense in 2015. Debt financing can be a useful mechanism to
smooth out large capital expenses over time. To the extent that SVFD is anticipating large capital
expenses in the near term, the use of debt might be an appropriate strategy to lower annual
costs. For example, financing $12.5 million over 20 years at 5% interest results in an annual
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payment of $1.0 million. Note that interest and other costs associated with debt financing
would make using debt more expensive than paying cash over the long run.
Revenues
 EMS Levy: A voter approved EMS levy could provide SVFD with a revenue stream with a lower
voter-approval threshold or with no subsequent approval at all. Voters could approve an EMS
levy at the maximum levy rate of $0.50 per $1,000 of assessed value. The levy term can be for
six years, ten years or permanent. The initial imposition of the levy requires 60% voter approval
but renewal of the levy at the same levy rate requires 50% voter approval. ESCI forecasts that an
EMS levy of $0.50 per $1,000 of assessed value would generate $5.1 million in 2015.
 Levy Lid Lift: Expected appreciation in assessed values will drive SVFD’s regular levy rate below
$1.50 per $1,000 of assessed value and create the potential for additional revenue from a voter
approved levy lid lift, which requires 50% voter approval. The assessed value of existing
properties in SVFD appreciated by 1.8% in 2014, after declining each of the prior four years. ESCI
forecasts include annual assessed value appreciation of 2.0% beginning in 2015. At that rate of
appreciation, SVFD’s regular levy rate will fall below the $1.50 statutory maximum levy rate in
2016. A regular levy rate below $1.50 presents SVFD with the opportunity to ask voters to
approve a levy lid lift up to the maximum levy rate of $1.50. Voter approval of 50% is required
for a levy lid lift. Although the potential increase in revenue will be small to begin with, ESCI
forecasts that the potential annual revenue increase from a lid lift in 2019 would exceed
$850,000.
 Voted Bonds or Levy for Capital: Funding for capital projects from voter approved bond
measures would reduce the amount of funding needed from the M&O levy. Between 2010 and
2013, SVFD spent $9.2 million on capital facilities. SVFD could ask voters to approve bonds (or a
levy) to pay for specific capital projects. A $50 million bond measure financed over 20 years
would require a levy rate of $0.40 per $1,000 of assessed value. Alternatively, a $0.50 levy could
generate $5.0 million per year or $50 million over ten years. Either approach would require 60%
voter approval.
Reserves
 Revenue Stabilization Reserve: A revenue stabilization reserve, in excess of the reserve SVFD
needs for working capital, would provide SVFD with funding to pay expenses for a limited time
in the event voters rejected the SVFD’s M&O levy request. A three-month working capital
reserve would require an estimated $7.5 million. A revenue stabilization reserve equal to onehalf of the M&O levy would require an additional $8.2 million (in 2014). A revenue stabilization
reserve at that amount would allow SVFD to several months to formulate a response to the
voters’ rejection of the levy and possibly place a second measure on the ballot before having to
dramatically reduce expenses.
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Peak Activity Units
Staffing is typically a fire agency’s single most expensive resource. Two significant factors that drive cost
is the 24 hour nature of the fire service demand and that firefighters typically travel in teams of three or
four. Therefore, staffing a unit 24 hours per day, 365 days a year with a team of three or four
firefighters can often generate an annual staffing cost of between $1.4 and $1.8 million. A more efficient
and effective model includes a flexibly staffed and flexibly deployed resource which augments the
traditional deployment of response resources. This flexible unit follows the observable trends in
emergency calls for service (demand) which dictates to a significant degree the distribution of that
flexible resource. Implementing this flexible unit reduces response times where demand is high. These
flexible resources are referred to as Peak Activity Units (PAUs) and they are deployed in a manner that
mirrors the ebb and flow of demand. A PAU has four major configuration variables: the unit itself, the
crew make-up/size, the deployment purpose/philosophy, and deployment hours/geography.
PAUs are typically staffed and deployed during the most statistically busy times of the day and week,
which make the unit less costly and more flexibly deployed, both by time of day and geographically.
These units can be a type I or a type 6 fire engine, a medical rescue unit, or a multi-purpose squad.
Regardless of the type of unit it is, what makes it unique is the way it is deployed and staffed. PAUs can
be staffed with a medical crew if that is its’ primary purpose, or as a fire suppression crew. It can be
deployed during wildland fire season with a wildland fire crew. Regardless of staff capability, the staff
can be obtained as callback crews, so-called “debit hours” (if the scheduled hours of work provide for
this), overtime hours, staffing on duty above shift minimum staffing, or a regularly assigned crew for the
hours assigned to a PAU. These concepts normally require bargaining the hours and working conditions
under which the unit is staffed when a collective bargaining unit is affected.
PAUs are not only assigned as an additional resource based on statistically busy times and locations.
They can also be used to manage gaps in coverage for units participating in training and could even be
cooperatively staffed with a neighboring agency(s). A PAU could be only occasionally staffed for
activities such as a scheduled event or routinely staffed for periods of peak demand. Adding PAUs as an
adjunct to existing staffing patterns adds flexibility to fire department emergency operations.
A traditional fire company is staffed and continuously available 24 hours per day to respond to
emergencies. Move-ups (the repositioning of a fire company to cover under-resourced response zones
due to emergencies or training) have been used for many years by fire departments throughout the
country and are an attempt to partially reduce the gaps in coverage during emergencies. Only recently
as a result of more powerful analytical tools have some fire departments become more aggressive with
move-ups, spawning such terms as “dynamic redeployment,” “system status management,” and PAUs.
For the purpose of illustration, we assume a PAU is staffed by three personnel and would be made
available for response 12 hours per day, six days per week, although it can be placed into service in
various work period configurations. We also assume the PAU is staffed with regularly assigned
personnel who work a different schedule than the hours worked by shift firefighters. An example of this
type of staffing schedule is shown in the following figure. In this example, a total of six personnel (two
officers and four firefighters) work a 48-hour work week. Each person is assigned two 12-hour shifts and
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one 24-hour shift. Under this arrangement, a PAU member working a 24-hour shift finishes the first 12
hours of work on the PAU, and then is reassigned to fill any vacancies on other companies during the
second 12 hours (the back half of the shift) thereby potentially reducing overtime exposure.
Figure 87: Sample Schedule for Staffing of a Peak Activity Unit
Peak Activity Unit Staffing
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Officer (24)

Officer (12)

Officer (12)

Off

Off

Off

Off

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (24)

Off

Off

Off

Off

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (24)

Firefighter (12)

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Officer (24)

Officer (12)

Officer (12)

Off

Off

Off

Off

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (24)

Off

Off

Off

Off

Firefighter (12)

Firefighter (24)

Firefighter (12)

Off

Other possible configurations for staffing PAUs include but are not limited to:


Staff a light rescue or type 6 engine as a PAU with a paramedic and an EMT available seven days
a week to focus on EMS responses and reduce wear and tear on larger apparatus during busy
hours of the week statistically.



Staff a type 1 engine as a PAU with a full crew complement of three available 10 hours per day,
four days a week. The staffed hours reflect hours for fixed companies to rotate through the
training center.



Staff a light rescue unit as a PAU with a company officer and two firefighters 12 hours per day,
five days a week. The staffed hours would reflect the time of the day when the greatest number
of calls for service typically occurs. The unit shifts by time of day to the geographic areas that
reflect statistically high demand for service. The fire station that serves that area becomes the
base for the PAU during those hours. The unit shifts when demand shifts.



Staff a PAU of any type that addresses the PAUs primary mission with the appropriate
complement of personnel needed eight hours per day, five days a week.

There are numerous key issues involved when considering the concept of operation of a PAU.
Discussions involving any changes to work schedules or working conditions for career personnel must be
bargained with the appropriate firefighter union(s). The staff assigned to a PAU will also need to be
included in on-going training activities. The agency must clearly define roles and responsibilities of the
personnel on PAUs, whether regularly assigned to a PAU or rotated onto a PAU as part of a system-wide
cycle. The roles and responsibilities should be clearly communicated to all personnel and not limited to
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just those assigned to a PAU. In the event that a PAU is cooperatively staffed (partnership with a
neighboring agency), the personnel on the PAUs must be cross-trained to understand the operational
structures and expectations of each host agency.

Alternate Response Units
Alternative Response Units (ARUs) are a slightly different model than the Peak Activity Units, whose
primary mission is responding flexibly to peak demand for emergency services. The Alternative
Response Unit is focused on non-emergency, lower acuity emergency medical calls. Its purpose is to
keep the primary fleet of emergency response vehicles and crews in service and available for the higher
acuity, true emergency calls. Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVF&R) in Washington County, Oregon
implemented a twelve-month pilot of this program in 2011, and Spokane Fire Department (SFD)
implemented a six-month pilot of this program in 2013 and recently extended it an additional eighteen
months. Both agencies have experienced positive results, with TVF&R permanently incorporating the
units into its daily operation.
The premise behind the unit is to reduce the expensive staffing and vehicle response to likely non-lifethreatening calls for service. The units are sport utility vehicles, staffed by one Firefighter/Paramedic in
both Spokane’s and Tualatin Valley’s model. The units are dispatched according to a protocol used by
the dispatch centers, which medically triages the calling party. In SFD’s case, the communication
specialists at the Spokane Combined Communication Center are trained to Emergency Medical
Technician/Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMT/EMD) certification. In TVF&R’s case, the communication
specialists at Washington County Communications Center are not necessarily EMT’s, but are trained to
the EMD certification.
In both cases, the dispatcher triages and categorizes a patient over the phone using a series of questions
following an EMD algorithm. The calls are placed into one of typically five categories; Alpha, Bravo,
Charlie, Delta, and Echo responses. Alpha is lowest on the severity/acuity scale and is not a lifethreatening call type. Echo is the highest severity/acuity and the most urgent, immediate lifethreatening call type. ARUs respond to Alpha and Bravo calls routinely, but may also respond to higher
acuity calls if the unit happens to be closer than emergency response units to improve response time. It
is important to note that both agencies recognize that a single paramedic in an ARU cannot effectively
deal with a higher acuity call type alone, thus the focus on lower acuity call types.
In TVF&R, the ARUs also responded to minor non-medical calls such as lockouts, smoke detector
problems, and burning complaint investigations. The four TVF&R ARUs responded to 2,134 incidents in
twelve months, which represents 7.2% of the agency’s total call volume for that year.
Spokane’s ARU pilot included three units deployed strategically within the SFD service area. Initially,
they were deployed Tuesdays through Fridays from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. using peak activity to drive
deployment times. The deployment model was later modified to provide increased employee flexibility.
In the six month pilot, the units handled 1,193 incidents that would have been handled by an engine
company, medic unit or ladder truck.
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A unique feature of the SFD ARUs is that assignment/recruitment of staff on these units emphasized
paramedic assertiveness as a desirable trait, since the unit lends itself to “jumping” calls to provide a fast
response, assessment, and potential cancellation of more traditional response units where the ARU is
closer and available. In fact, each unit’s call load was made up of at least 40% of calls that were
“jumped” versus dispatched initially. In over 72% of the incidents responded to, the incident was
handled alone by a single ARU. In over 29% of the calls where other units also responded, those
additional units were cancelled, keeping them available for higher acuity calls which might occur
simultaneously. In 204 incidents, the ARU requested additional units either while responding or once on
scene. During an initial response by an ARU, a second simultaneous response was requested in the same
area 370 times, improving those units’ reliability.
SFD notes that the ARUs do not provide recognized credit through the Washington Surveying and Rating
Bureau, which is accurate. Emergency Medical Services response capability is not evaluated by WSRB
since they are focused on property conservation and property risk. However, response time and unit
reliability are improved by the use of ARUs, and SFD states that, “…the public perception of the program
has been overwhelmingly supportive and accepted throughout the community as simply, ‘smart
government’”.
If SVFD deployed ARUs using peak activity data to determine location and hours in service, the units
would likely have a positive effect on station/unit reliability, reduce wear and tear on heavy apparatus,
and contribute to a positive public perception similar to what Spokane Fire has experienced.

Routine Responses to High Frequency Facilities
Most fire service agencies in Washington State have known patients and facilities who routinely call
multiple times for a response from the local fire department. While some of these patients are
undoubtedly having acute medical challenges that require a response and assessment, many others
have chronic illnesses that cause increased reliance upon first responders. Still others are also living
alone but are struggling to live independently, relying instead on first responders for routine challenges.
A smaller subset may be relying upon first responders for social needs or may have mental health
challenges that cause them to call inappropriately for first responders.
In many cases, fire agencies also have significant call volume at single facilities, such as nursing homes
and assisted living and less-ambulatory facilities. Many calls for service are legitimate medical
emergencies for a variety of residents/patients, while some are lift-assists where a less-ambulatory
residents fall from bed and need assistance getting back into bed. First responders in these cases
perform a quick assessment of the latter group and place them back into bed. While this may seem to
be an appropriate service to provide to the residents of such facilities, in many cases it is a liability shift
and/or a staffing shift from the fee-for-service facility to the taxpayer-provided emergency responders.
There are different approaches available to fire departments that experience these two types of
challenges (i.e., the high frequency individual and the high frequency facility). SVFD has adopted the
CARES (Community Assistance RESponse) program to address the high frequency individual, so this area
of need has been addressed. The high frequency facility, however, may continue to be an issue.
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The first step in identifying whether a problem exists in responses to high frequency facilities is to define
high frequency. As an agency, SVFD must determine a reasonable number of separate responses in a
given period of time that places a facility into the high frequency category. Such definitions can vary
from a set number (e.g., greater than six responses in a given thirty day period) to benchmarking the
frequency of responses to an SVFD facility against comparable facilities in other jurisdictions (preferably
with different ownership). Once a “high frequency facility” is defined, the agency must then determine
whether the problem is individual facilities or all facilities in an entire industry (e.g., all nursing homes).
If the problem is with individual facilities, there may not be a need to develop a system. Instead, direct
assessment and intervention with those facilities may be all that is necessary. If the problem is an entire
industry, a system must be developed.
If the industry is problematic, the next step is to develop an alternative to the current manner in which
these non-emergent calls are handled. Partnering with a private ambulance provider to handle these call
types is one way to shift that demand to an agency that provides non-emergent services for a fee.
Another approach is to develop a consortium consisting of all of the facilities in that industry. The
purpose of the consortium is to acknowledge that the current system use is overly burdensome to the
SCFD and reduces its availability to respond to true life-threatening emergencies and that it is the
responsibility of the industry to self-regulate. It may even be possible for the consortium to agree to
fund and staff an ARU for SVFD to offset the negative impact to first response units in the system.

Community Risk Reduction
An emerging trend in the fire service nationally is a concept called Integrated Community Risk Reduction
(CRR). CRR is an integrated approach to risk management that marries emergency operations and
prevention strategies into a more cohesive approach to reducing risks in any community. It includes the
fire department partnering with the community, non-profit organizations, and private sector agencies
with a mission nexus to an identified community risk.
The concept starts with the fire department mining data to quantify community risk. Once the
community risks have been identified, they are prioritized based on frequency of emergency service
demand or consequence (to the victim, to the community, to the local economy). Upon prioritizing the
risks, strategies are developed to mitigate the risks. These strategies are incorporated into a CRR plan,
which integrates resources across the fire department, partner agencies and the community to
implement the various strategies in an integrated way. After plan implementation, the results are
reviewed to determine the impact on the risks. Adjustments are made, as necessary, based on the
results and the process is refined and continuously re-implemented.
The risks are not limited to structure fires. They can include falls, drowning, interface exposure, or any
risk requiring fire department response. Risk can also be localized by station area. Station captains, in
collaboration with fire prevention staff, can develop and manage a station-specific CRR plan as a subset
of the fire department’s plan.
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Long-Term Strategies
The short and mid-term strategies discussed will move the organization forward substantially. A longerterm, high-level view of future needs is also important to provide a “big picture” view of how the
organization may continue with future initiatives. Primarily, long-term strategies are centered on
community growth and related workload and how both impact the future deployment of fire stations
and personnel.

Future station locations
The analysis of fire station placement in the future will be an ongoing one, not one that is decided at one
point in time and remains static thereafter. Circumstances are sure to change as SVFD looks to the
distant future. Decision makers must not become complacent, as, regardless of community growth,
circumstances are likely to change, perhaps in unexpected ways. It will be important to continue to
monitor growth and community risk to assure that the future needs of the service area are met.
As discussed in the Capital Assets portion of this report, SVFD has identified two future station locations
in the current capital facility plan. The department has purchases property and the stations are
tentatively scheduled for construction in 2018 and 2019.
The first station to be constructed is intended to relocate the present Liberty Lake Fire Station (Station
3), to a new location south of Interstate 90 (area of Country Vista and Liberty Lake Drive) and closer to
new development inside Liberty Lake. The purpose of this station relocation is twofold. First, a planned
change to the configuration of the current Interstate 90 interchange currently south of Station 3 would
negatively affect travel time performance from the current station. Secondly, moving this station south
of Interstate 90, moves the facility closer to the core area and residential development in Liberty Lake.
This will improve response performance in the Liberty Lake response area, which is experiencing new
development and increased service demand.
The second planned facility would bring the total number of SVFD fire stations to 11. The planned
Station 11 location (Euclid and Barker Road) is between the current Stations 4 and 5. The intended goal
of Station 11 is to reduce the size of the Otis Orchards Station (Station 4) response area, hence
improving travel time and response performance in this area. A secondary goal is to increase the
concentration of resources available in the eastern portions of the SVFD service area. The following
figure displays the four, six, and eight minute travel time model for the eleven-station configuration.
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Figure 88: SVFD Travel Time Model with Future Stations

When compared to the current travel time model in the Resource Distribution section (Figure 67), this
figure demonstrates that relocating Station 3 and the addition of Station 11, effectively meets the goal
of improving travel time and response performance in the Liberty Lake area. In addition, comparing the
two travel time models, the Station 11 location addresses response in the area between Stations 4 and 5
that is currently not within four minutes of a fire station.
The next figure examines the concentration of SVFD stations at eight minutes travel, using the future
eleven-station deployment.
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Figure 89: SVFD Station Concentration with Future Stations

This figure demonstrates that the proposed Station 11 improves the concentration of SVFD resources in
the Otis Orchards area. Station 11 would also increase the number of resources available in the Station
3, Station 5, and Station 10 response areas.
ESCI concurs with the SVFD assessment that the relocation of the Liberty Lake Station (Station 3) and the
addition of Station 11 meet the future needs of the department. The changes to Interstate 90, the
expected growth in the area, and the identified deficiencies in response performance and resource
concentration justify the need for the proposed stations.
ESCI recommends that SVFD continue moving forward with planning for the construction of the two
stations discussed.
The draft 2015 to 2021 draft capital facility plan cites a possible very long-range future station location
in the area of Apple Way and Bridge Road. This location is on the eastern border of the fire district and
would serve Interstate 90, portions of the Otis Orchards area, and the rural area east of Liberty Lake.
ESCI can see the merit of a station in this location. However, this area is outside of the current urban
growth area and will most likely not see significant growth in the next 20 to 25 years. ESCI notes that a
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station located near Interstate 90 and the Washington-Idaho border is an excellent opportunity for a
jointly operated station with Kootenai County Fire District #1.

Exploration of Regional Cooperation Opportunities
It is broadly recognized that jurisdictional boundaries seldom make efficient and effective service
delivery parameters. Citizens often recognize and appreciate regional approaches to service delivery as
an all-too-rare example of governmental cooperation and efficiency. SVFD has demonstrated a regional
mind-set in numerous programs and process, examples of which include:


Spokane Combined Communication Center - A shared dispatch center with county and city
emergency services agencies



Pulse Point – A program whereby information about a cardiac arrest is texted to citizens who
may be in the area to provide rapid intervention throughout the county



The SVFD CARES program - SVFD worked with SFD to develop and implement this program to
divert high frequency patients to social services, reducing unnecessary responses to nonemergent calls



Response Cooperation –
o

Dropped boundary responses with Spokane County Fire District #8

o

Auto-aid for Technical and Swift Water Rescue with Spokane Fire Department

o

Type 3 Incident Management Team with Spokane County and other regional partners

There are numerous additional collaborative opportunities available to SVFD, just a few of which
include:


Jointly staffed Peak Activity Units with Spokane Fire Department



Jointly staffed truck company with Spokane Fire Department at SVFD Station 6



Jointly staffed engine company at the Spokane County Fire District #8 station on the border with
SVFD south of SVFD station 9



Joint purchasing agreement between county fire agencies



Functional consolidation with allied fire agencies in Spokane County in the areas of:
o Logistics Center
o Apparatus Maintenance Facility & Mobile Repairs
o Training Division
o Fire Investigation Team (FIT)
o Special Operations/Technical Rescue services



Regional Fire Authority with willing partners

As a leader in fire services in Spokane County, SVFD could set the stage for greater levels of cooperation
and collaboration between agencies by broaching the subject of the latter concept, formation of a
regional fire authority (RFA). By initiating the topic in dialogue with fire agencies in Spokane County,
potential willing partners can be identified. The close relationship between SVFD and Spokane County
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Fire District #8 is perhaps an indicator of a ready partner. SVFD’s close proximity to the City of Spokane
makes the SFD a possibility as well. To develop this concept further, the following is a brief overview of
what a regional fire authority is and how it is formed.
An RFA is a new entity whereby fire agencies, whether districts or cities or a combination, fall under this
new structure with a new tax base, a new operational plan, and a new legal framework.
If agencies contemplate forming an RFA, it is usually wise to begin meeting informally to discuss and
address issues in advance of initiating the first formal step in the process. Most successful efforts start
with establishing exploratory or steering committees composed of a wide variety of stakeholders to
determine the feasibility of creating an RFA far in advance of forming the actual Planning Committee.
Should the decision be made to move forward with RFA formation, the first legal step is the formation of
a Planning Committee, considered to be the most important component of the process. The Planning
Committee is charged with establishing the RFA Plan, which specifies how the RFA will be funded,
operated, and governed. The RFA plan should be considered the “charter” or “constitution” of the new
agency.
The Planning Committee is comprised of three elected officials appointed from each of the participating
agencies, assuring an equal voice in the decision-making process for everyone involved. Moving forward
with the formation of an RFA also requires approval by all of the affected governing bodies prior to the
initiative being put before the voters.
The advantages to such an approach can include shared governance, a revenue structure to establish tax
equalization between participating agencies, depth of resources, deployment of resources that
enhances the formerly separate agencies’ response capability, elimination of duplication, and a size
sufficient to gain economies of scale.
Additional information and study would be necessary to definitively determine the feasibility of the
multiple cooperative opportunities that are listed above. However, ESCI finds that most, if not all, have
the potential to result in positive benefits in the SVFD area given the level of collaboration that is already
present. Additional study and consideration of the opportunities is recommended.
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Conclusion
The ESCI project team began collecting information concerning the Spokane Valley Fire Department in
June of 2014. The project team members recognize this report contains a large amount of information
and ESCI would like to thank SVFD board members and employees for their tireless efforts in bringing
this project to fruition. It is ESCI’s sincere hope the information contained in this report is used to its
fullest extent and the emergency services provided to the citizens of Spokane Valley Fire Department
and the surrounding area will be improved by its implementation.
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